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Work {1863)by Pierre Puvis

THE CHOREOGRAPHED CLANC

OF HAMMERS

ON THE

I anvil, the dull thud of axes sinking into wood-these striking images depict events that, when simplified to their fundamental elements, can be regarded as interactions between
two bodies. In physics we know such interactions as collisions, a subject of signal importance in the field.
The "clang" and "thud" of the hammer and the axe present
auditory evidence that the character of collisions can vary to
a large degree. These variations naturally lead us into the
realm of elastic and inelastic collisions.
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In tlrls issue's "Co11ic1e-o-scope," rve ex:rmit-tc the forces
that govern thc chance n-ieetings oi everything irotn atoms to
zeppchns. Due to space limrtiltions, we iirc lorced to neglect
such iirmous collisions as the Trrdnic and the iceberg, Comct
Shoem:rker-Levy 9 ancl )upiter, ancl the heads of Tl.rc Three
Stooges. Howcvcr, our historical overvrew cloes cliscuss tlte
imp:rct oi Galileo's theories on single-bod)' s-vstcms its rii11
work u.ith particle coll.
rvorking -yclrr \ra\ thr,,,t. - .
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Being of stable mind, we're sure
you'll enjoy the challenge presented by
this paradox. Rein in your preconceptions and turn to page 18 for a closer
look at this orbital anomaly.
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Saquential thinking. The sequence a, is defined as follows:
a, = 1776, a2 = 1999,... t an+2
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Frnd aroor. (A. P. Savin)

8252
Cubic coincidence. Five vertices on each of two equal cubes are colored
black, and the remaining vertices are colored white. Prove that the cubes
can be superimposed in such away that at least four of the black vertices
coincide. (S. G. Volchenkov)

8253
Walk this way! Twenty-two towns are connected by roads as shown in the
figure at right (the towns are located at thsintersections of the roads). Is it
possible to walk to every town, yet visit each of them only once? (S. G.
Volchenkov)
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Short stack A total of n cards numbered I through n is divided into two
stacks. What is the minimum value of n such that at least one stack will
include a pak of cards whose numbers add up to an exact square?
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Water in a papu box.Water is poured into a paper box, which is then placed
over the flame of a candle. The water boils but the paper doesn't burn. Why?
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The anthl'upic pl'inciple
A key to deciphering the Universe?
by A. Kuzin

I-M DISCOVERY OF THE VAST-

ness of the Universe has led to
a fundamental problem: Does a
human being mean anything in

this immense lJniverse? What is a
human being-the aim of the
IJniverse's development, the crown
of creation, or one of nature's negligible byproducts that isn't much different from the other creatures and
processes in the Universe?

Is the appearance of the human
creature the culmination of the
macro- and microcosm/ or just a
whimsical turn in the development
of the Universe? Has biological life
adapted itself to surrounding conditions that "knew" nothing about it,
or were these external conditions
"tuned" to make life possible?
For a long time science had no
data to consider this problem rationally (although there were plenty of
irrational and mystical answers).
The available scientific knowledge
about the Universe was too fragmentary to provide an integrated
picture of the lJniverse's development. However, the organized efforts of science during almost four
centuries has yielded some fruits.
Now we have a scientific vista from
which to form an integrated view of
the Universe.
JAluUARY/IIBRUARY ISgS

Of course, how little we knou-l
Therefore, modern hypotheses
shouid not be considered as the trnal
verclict, which " sentences " hur-n.,.ns
to be the crown o[ crcatrt rr T.-.,
skeptic can always iustriral-,lr : --rl:
to the fact that scientiiic kr-rr-,' 1ciic

is limitetl. The topic. ut'\'tr:-:.-..r'.
are among those "eternal .rr--t.:rins "

that will l.rever lrc au.r, -:, j

rtcc

and for all.
Statiltu the prohlem

The anthroplc Frr1r.1p1e is the
child of a mentill e\pi:l:rent, In this
experirnent 1\'c ass,r.:-n- >!Ii-re change
in the natural iar. s .rr-Ld then see
whether or rlor a hl.rl.rn could cxist
in the nroJitrc,l r'' r'lJ. Oi course, we
should consr.lcr the r e11, essence of
a hurnan bernq hecause we cannot
expect a hun-L;rr-L ro preserve all the
samc fcature s 1n thc changcd surroundrngs. Thtrc arc, perhaps, two
basic .luaLitres rnherent to human
beings-inte lligence and freedom.
Fr'.. Jonr i. the ahility to prcscrve
one's cSO, and not to depend entirely
on rr.hat ls €lolng on at a particular
lrrorfent in the surrounding wor1d.
In other rvords, it is the ability to act
acc()rdjng to inner motivatron.
Intclligence is a prerequisite con.lition of f reedom, lrecause an active

rcSprrrls- to the outside world is im:,,.s:b1e u,ithout it (in this sense
.rrr:na1s also have intelligence). At
'.'r'r-(nt, the natural scicnces are not
r'-a1d). to treat the problems of intelLrgence and freedom in general. We

rnust find the starting rung of the
iadcler to make the first steps in solvrng these problems.
Only a complicated creature can
actively withstand its surroundings
by understandrng and modifying
them according to the necds of rts
own existence. The degree of complcxity can be qualitatively described-and this is what the natural sciences deal lvith.
The anthropic principle provides
an answer to the .luestion, Does any
conceivable rr-or1d order urrply the
appearance oi rnore ancl more complex structure si It shor-rld be noted
that thc appcarance of such structurcs is oni.v a necessary/ but not the
suiircient condition to create a human being. However, even an analy- o
sis of only this condition yields C
o
many {ruits. Thus, 1et's consider the -C
O
evolution o{ the lJniverse from this -Ca
cd
viewpoint.
l

Euolulion ol lhe ttiltlsr$e

According to rnodern vierrs, the
ljniverse is limited in tirnc and
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its age is not infinite
(about 15 billion years), and its volume is finite. The number of particles in the Universe is enormous,
but it is also a finite value: N= 1080.
The Universe "started" from an unimaginable compressed and hot state,
confined in a volume with a radius of
curvature of about 10Ja cm. From.
that time (known as the Big Bang)
space. That is,

on, the Universe continuously expanded like an inflating balloon
while its galaxies, stars, nebulas, and
other kinds of matter moved away
from each other like drawings on the
balloon's surface.
Matter, space/ and time are interdependent; they were born simultaneously-so the questions, What
was before the Universe? or What
can one see at the edge of the Universe? are not coffectly formuiated.
There was no time "before" the Big
Bang, and it is impossible to reach
the limits of the Universe in the way
that we can reach the end of Earth's
surface.
In the first tiny moments after the
" start," the temperature was so
huge that no stable structure could
be formed. Even the elementary par-

ticles were continuously converted

into each other. However, the

ex-

pansion of matter was accompanied
by a decrease in temperature, and at
some moment stable particles were
{ormed-electrons, protons, and
neutrons. They were the first objects
with structure, and they point to the
first enigma in the life,of the Universe.

The primary boiling pot contained equal numbers of particles
and antiparticles, but the symmetry
was broken for some unknown reason during cooling. Therefore, the
number of particles

A/o

exceeded the

number of antiparti-cles N,. As a
result, the annihilation was not
complete-not all of the matter
was converted to light. The scale
of this process is a miracle in itself : (\ - N,)/N" = lO-e, which
means that only one billionth of aII
the particles was preserved to form
the Universe (we will see the same
number in another context).
What happened next? Further
JA[IUARY/IIBRUARY ]
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cooling yielded the generation of the

low temperature. Such conditions

simplest elements, hydrogen and
helium, which need a stable proton
for their existence. The masses of a
proton nro and that of a neutron r?rn
are known to be almost cqual:
m - m = ).5nt . where ilt is thc

are favorable for the existence of atoms (at higher temperatures electrons could not be held by nuclei), but
they are not suitable for synthesizing

,,rrr."Th. hcavilr

"lJ.troJ',
tron lives only

atoms.

Thus, the conditions for synthe-

ncLr-

sis and stability of nuclei are incom-

16 minutes on the

patible. However, this incompatibility is not the last to be overcome. To
take the next steps along the road of
increasingly complicated structures/
the Universe rejected the property of
space homogeneity. This is the stage
where gravitation was given the key

average and disintegrates into a proton, an electron, and an electron an-

tineutrino:

n--+p+L'+i..
Inside nuclei, where the density of
nuclear matter and the kinetic energies of the particles are large, this
reaction also proceeds in the reverse

direction.

Thlrs, the neutrons exist in a
state of dynamic equilibrium inside the nuclei. Were the reutron
lighter than the proton/ the latter
would disintegrate via the following reaction:

p)en +n+\e/

role. In the gaseous lJniverse, condensed regions were formed-the
seminal galaxies. In turn, they divided into even smaller parts-the
p.rotostars. Note that gravitation
needed enough time to finish this
work before the lJniverse expanded
too much. While a protostar becomes more dense, its temperature
grows until it ignites a thermonuclear reaction, which produces
huge amounts of kinetic energy and
stops {urther compression of the
star.

where e* ts a positron and v i. an
clectron neutrino. In this C.r-t rrprotomatter would have no hr-fi'',gen, which is the main iue 1 or st,.-rs
and the basrc element of rr :t, r :.t.
cornerstone of life.
Let's assutne that rn Ir- .\.r\ ,'l'
another the existenc. r .ir' 1I: i>
guaranteed. Note that rte clnsidet
only the two simplesr arrrms-h,vdrogen and helium. T1-re se at(l1rrs
were synthesi-etl cr-err-rrhere almost immedrateh r-et the iormation of hear-ier atons rras delayed,
because it reqr-rire d specral conditions.

It is noteworthy that the first
stars were composed mostly of hydrogen (the hydrogen to helium ratio in the young Universe was about
3:1). This was possible because pro-

tons are lighter and more numerous
than neutrons/ so not ali of the protons are used to form helium. In an
alternative scenario stars are composed mostly of helium. Such helium stars would be too hot and they
could not live long enough to sup-

port biological evolution on the

one needs the simplest stable nuclei
as ra\r nateriaL and a ver1. high ten-rperatllre, at rrhlch these atoms can

planets.
In the interior of stars "alchemical" transmutations occur continuously: The nuclei of light elements
collide, fuse together, and turn into
nuclei of heavier elements'. This process of increasing complexity is also

be iused. Thrs high temperature
must be marntained for billions of

based on rather fine tuning of the
nuclear and electromagnetic forces.

years, because thermonuclear fusion

Without this tuning the reaction
chain leading from helium via car

indeed, to producc heavier atorns/

is quite a sio-",u, reactlon. The Universe rlarched this part of its route
too quickly: It needed not billions,
but only hundreds oi thousands of
years to rcach the more or less
present status of krw density and

bon and oxygen to iron and heavier

elements would stop at the initial
stages.

Here is a striking example illustrating this fact. At temperatures

? = 108 K, which characterize the

lifetime of a stellar generation is
about 3 billion years. However, this

stellar interior, helium is converted

into carbon:
3 a"He -+ LzC +

2y

(1)

The letter y signifies a gan;rrrra ray.
The probability of a triple collision
of aHe nuclei in the rarefied stellar
plasma is very small (the reaction
occurs in less than 10-21 s). Therbfore, reaction ( 1 ) should proceed very
slowly, that is, at a rate too slow to
produce the amount of carbon necessary to make a planet like Earth.
However, reaction (1) also occurs
via another route! It has two stages.
First, two aHe nuclei form one
nucleus of 8Be:
2aHe + (99 t6l keV -+

8Be

12)

The energy value in parenthesesl
means that this reaction needs energy. In other words, the nucleus of
8Be is unstable and
"wafits" to disintegrate. If this nucleus were stablg
the second stage of reaction (1)
(which gives 12C), would become
less and less probable over time,
because all the aHe is increasingly
depleted in the production of SBe.
In reaiity, the unstable but still integrated nucleus 8Be captures a
nucleus of aHe to produce an atom
of carbon:
8Be + aHe --> r2c +

zy.

(3)

The probability of the two-stage reaction l2l-13) is larger by far than the

triple collision of reaction (1), because the unstable SBe still "lives"
10,000 times longer than helium
nuclei. But this is only one reason.
Here we again meet a striking phenomenon. The rates of nuclear reac-

tions do not vary monotonically
with the energy E of the coliiding
particles. At some energies (E, and
Erin fig. 1), a drastic increase in the
reaction rate takes place. This phenomenon is caiied resonance, and
the corresponding energy values are
known as "resonant energies."
These energies are determined entirely by the structure of the nucleus
produced in the reaction. The criti1In nuclear physics energy is
measured in electron-volts: 1 eV
10-1e I.

period is far from being sufficient for
biological evolution, because the age
of Earth is about 5 billion years. This

:

1.6

.

EtE2E
Figure

1

cal reaction (3) is resonant: The resonance energy of arzC nucleus (7.656
t 0.008 MeV) is almost the same
(and a 1itt1e bit largerl than the sum
of the energies of 8Be and aHe nuclei
(7.3667 MeV). The necessary energy

is supplied by the high temperatures
deep within stars.
However, can the carbon be burnt
quickly? Indeed, there is such a re-

action:

llc

+

lHe -+160.

l4)

No, it will not occur quickly! Reaction (4) is nonresonant, so it occurs
very slowly (the resonance energy of
an 160 nucleus is 7.1187 MeV,
which is less than the sum of the
rest energies of 16C and aHe nuclei:
7.1615 MeV). The high temperature
increases this sum and thus aggravates the "mismatch" of the energy
values and detunes the resonance.
Now we see that due to a long
chain of "coi.ncidences"-the instability of the SBe nucleus together
with its comparatively long lifetime,
the resonant character of reaction
(3), and the nonresonant nature of its
sibling (4)-the reaction chain is not
stopped, and much carbon is produced, which is so important for life
in the Universe.
When the nucleus of a star is enriched enough by the heavy elements/ the star explodes with a dras-

tic

increase

in luminosity

(it

becomes a supernova). In doing so, it

jettisons some of its mass. New stars

are formed from these remains;
these stars are even more enriched
with heavy elements: and so it goes

means that our Sun belongs to a
rather rare type of comparatively
long-lived stars. Since most stars
don't live as long (the lifetime of a
star depends on its mass), the
"meaning of their existence" lies in
providing stars like our Sun with
heavy elements.
The ancients believed in the harmony of the celestial spheres, and
they considered the cosmological
processes to be interconnected and
understandable by a philosophical
mind, to which they sound like an
orchestra. The life of a star is similar to a concert by an orchestra
whose members are the forces of
Nature, each with its own instrument and part. The cello (nuciear
forces) and the violin (electromagnetic forces) lead the entire perforflrorlc€; a flute (the strong force)
squeaks sometimes, while the contrabass (gravitation) plays in the background, determining the rhythm. The
concert is finished by the weak interactions. Putting aside the flute, they
take French horn and play solo: This
is the rushing flow of neutrinos from
the nucleus of a supernova, which
carries away its outer mantle.
Thus, the Mendeleev's table is
"produced." The development of
complexity proceeded with the
formation of molecules, and the
infinite character of its process is

underlain by the existence of a
wonderful element, carbon, which
can form molecular chains of immense length, because it conforms
ideally to this task.2
Carbon has four valence bonds
with angles between them of about
90'. Linking to each other, the carbon atoms form something like a
line whiie two free valences per carbon atom bind other atoms and mol-

on and on.

ecules. In this way something like
an inscription is formed. Before the

Cosmologists have found that our
Sun is fourth-generation star. As the
age of the Universe is about 15 billion years, it appears that the mean

2In this short paper I cannot discuss
the problems why other quadrivalent
elements (silicon, for example) are not
quite suitable {or this task.
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formation of carbon chains, the entire cosmological process produced
letters. When organic molecules
were formed, the letters (atoms)began to unite"to form words (organic
molecules). However, arbitrary words
do not yield a text. A random set of
words (molecules) and a reasonable
text of a living creature are separated

by an immense gap. Before touching
the problem of life, some aspects of
inorganic evolution should be mentioned.

The further the process of increasing structural complexity proceeds, the more restrictive are the
conditions imposed on this process.
Nuclei do not disintegrate until they
reach temperatures in the biilions of
degrees, yet atoms cannot withstand
even a few thousand degrees. As for

molecules, they decay at temperatures as low as hundreds of degrees.
Temperature is the measure of
chaos, and chaos is the antagonist of
structure. However, the process of
organtzation cannot go on without
chaos, because organtzatronis a permanent process that needs motion.
The necessary motion is provided by
heat.

Therefore, evolution is confined
within two extremes:heat and co1d.

Too much heat means destruction;
too much cooling means solidi{ication and death. When evolution
reaches the stage at which life becomes possible, this principle contradiction of the organization process becomes so acute that only a
very narrow interval of temperatures is left for life based on organic
molecules.
At present we don't know the precise range of this interval-perhaps
only one or two dozen degrees. When
this value is compared with the huge
range of temperatures in the Universe, it becomes clear that the existence of such a temperature interval is
far from being self-evident: It results
from quite a fine tuning of natural
laws. Moreover, the possibilities of
the existence of the necessary temperature interval are not enough for
life-there must be a place somewhere in the Universe where this
possibility becomes reality.
JAIIIUARY/IIBRllABY
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The important point here is that
the "Itfe" temperature (+20 + 15'C)
in such a place must be provided

for billions of years! In addition,
there must be free water, because
no other medium is suitable for
cooking the organic soup. The
cradle of organic life must be protected from the murderous ultraviolet radiation of the stars, and so
on. It is clear that the particular
character of natural laws must be
supplemented with the existence
of an event of extremely small
probability: the coincidence of all
the necessary conditions.
The natural conditions on Earth
are yery well suited for life. However, even a trrry displacement of
Earth relative to the Sun would be
disastrous for life. Indeed, an increase of the distance between Earth
and the Sun would cause a drop in
temperature. The growth of the polar caps would increase the reflection of light from Earth's surface,
which would induce a further decrease in temperature, and so on.
Complete treezing is quite possible
in this scenario. On the contraryt a
small drift toward the Sun and a corresponding small increase in temperature may well trigger further
increase, and the climate on Earth
could become like that on Venus.
The unique location of Earth precludes any hopes of finding a similar planet somewhere in a reasonable proximity.
I will not discuss the origin of life
and its evolution, because these are
very difficult and unclear problems
about which we know too little. One
point should be noted, however. The
hlpothesis of a probabilistic origin of
life via random mixing of molecules
by the "trial and errot" method
should be rejected for two reasons.
First, to provide self-reproduction, it
is necessary to have a vast amount of
molecules of a definite sort. However,

the number of variants is so huge
(about 10120) that a tiny living cell
cannot indulge itself in the play of
chance, to make a single correct
choice. Second, li{e on Earth appeared

very c1uickly, almost immediately
after the planet cooled. By the wayt a

famous Russian cosmologist V. I.
Vernadsky considered this fact as an
indication that life existed forever,

which is at odds with the modern
theory of the hot lJniverse.

Thus, the origin of life is still

a

mystery, but the laws of its development are more or less understood.
The same can be said about the ori-

gin of intelligence. Similar to the
appearance of life among inorganic
matter/ the advent of intelligence to

the non-intelligent Universe looks
like a miracle. In this process, as in
any other transition from one level
of organization to a more complicated level, we see the same principa1 feature: At the beginning of its
development, the more complex
structure needs special conditions. It
must be "cherished," "tostered,"
and "nursed" before it gains fuIl
strength. A grown man is more
clever than a horse and more
adapted to ever-changing conditions
of life, but an infant is certainly

much weaker than a colt

in

a

meadow. The "coincidences" that
set the stage for the play of structural complication can be formulated in mathematical terms. We'll
consider this approach to the problem in the following section.
The anlhnopic U'iltcillg
a$ a $y$Elll olequafiions

The mathematical formulation of
almost every natural law includes
some numerical parameter that is a
given that cannot be modified. Here
is the simplest example: Any electric charge is described by the formula Q : Na, where Nis an integer.
ln this example, the parameter e is
an electron's charge. Another example: The force of gravitational attraction of two masses m, and m, is
given by the law
.
nffiIffiZ
r-:u
f
tl)

The parameter in this formula is the
gravitational constant G. The laws of
modem physics are similarly formulated. For example, the energy of a
photon is proportional to its fre-

quency o/ so E : nltl,. The parameter
lttnthrs formula is Planck's constant.
In physics, values like e, lr, G, c
(the speed of light) and so on are

called universal constants. They
mean nothing by themselves, because their numerical values depend
on the chosen system of units. How-

ever, their dimensionless combinations are of universal importance.
For example, there is only one
dimensionless combination composed of the constants e, lt, and c:
u = e2llrc = llI37. This value is
known as the fine structure constant, and it characterizes the force
of the electromagnetic interaction.
The characteristic energy of interactions of free electrons and those in
atoms is only a small correction (of
about u to some degree) to their rest
energy m.c2.Fot example, the energy of electrons in an atom with
atomic number Z is

I//). They can be furnished with the

dimension of our space d = 3, the
number of particles in the lJniverse
N = 1080, the ratio of the number of
photons to the number of particles
S = 10e, and the ratio of an electron's
mass to a proton's m"f mo= 1/I830.
Theoretically, the latter value must
be expressed via u, or, and u* but
presently we don't know how to do

this. In general,

only a dream.
A number of relationships must
exist among the free parameters. To
illustrate this, let's consider some
examples.

The optimal expansion rate of the
Lfniverse, at which the stars have
time to be born, is provided by the
relationship

No|

E = m"cz(Zulz.
Since o, is a small value, the probability of the conversion of electrons into

other particles is negligible. The
small value of

or

crease" the charge to a value smaller

than eu-| .

Similar dimensionless constants
can be composed {or any other interaction-strong (S), weak (I//), and the
gravitational (G). In the latter case it
looks like
Gm?

ac=#=10-3e,
NC

=

1.

,

cr" =crr2[

-'

t4

\m")
r/
\

I
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To produce a new generation of stars
enriched with heavy atoms, the flux
of neutrinos (the only particles that

participate only in weak interactions) should jettison the mantel of
a supernova.

This is possible only if

(*,\u
o
aw =acl -----.
\m"/
I

For atoms to appear in the course
of the evolution of matter/ they must
be formed before the development of

gravitational instability, which
makes the Universe heterogeneous.

where mo is the mass of a proton. It
is known that u, = 15 and 0w = 10-s.
Both of these interactions are effective only at distances of about the
nuclear radius.

Thus, the four types of interactions correspond to four arbitrary
(free) parameters crft lk - a, G, S, and

imposed on the universal constants.

The principle fact is thus: The
number of restrictions (equations)
that must be satisfied by the universal constants exceeds by far the
number of these parameters themselves. This is ayery important feature of the world we live in. Nbt
every system of equations where the
number of ecluations is greater than
the number of unknowns has a solution. To have a solution, the superfluous equations must be deducible from the rest of the equations.
Therefore, the very structure o{ the
natural laws hides some extremely
important principle. At present we

don't know how to describe this in
mathematical language. It seems to
be some kind of symmetry imposed
on the equations describing the basic

The very existence of Sunlike stars
(neither too hot, nor too cold) is
based on the relationship

underlies the stabil-

ity of electron-proton structures (that
is, atoms and solid bodies). On the
contraryt heavy atoms with Z > u-r
= 137 are unstable: The electromagnetic field at the surface of the
nucleus becomes so strong that it
begins to produce electron-positron
pairs, which screen the "surplus"
nuclear charge and effectively "de-

it is a cherished

hope of physicists to deduce all the
above cornerstone numbers from a
single one. However, this remains

In a similar way we can consider
the nuclear reactions within stars
discussed above, which also have
some "coincidences" that can be
formulated as necessary conditions

To meet this requirement, the follow-

ing relationships are necessary:
s

=

o

,[5'],

Im.,/
m-\
S. ot'l *' u"-.
.^(

\.m",i

world parameters. Such symmetry
would illustrate the "idea" of the existence of the lJniverse, the main
principle of its development in time
and spacg and the law of evolution of
its component structures. Everything
we presently know is just the consequence of this main principle. All the
particular laws and regularities in
nature are united in a single principle
1aw: Somewhere in the Universe a
human being must appear. O
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Pl'ime tlme
These numerical oddities exhibit a lack of factors
by G. A. Galperin

OBODY WOULD DISACREE THAT THE MA.
jority of natural numbers can be factored: 10 : 2 . 5,

60:3 4 5,111=3 37,t41=3 3 Z 2.2.2,

and so on. Such numbers are called composite.
But numbers exist that cannot be represented in this
way. For example, 11 cannot be represented as the product of two smaller natural numbers both greater than
1. For this reason/ 11 is called a prime number. In general, prime numbers are those that cannot be represented as the product of two factors both greater than 1
(the number 1 is not considered a prime number). Here
are the first few prime numbers: 2, 3, 5 , 7 , ll, 13, 17 , L9 ,
23 , 29 , 3l , 37 , 4l , . ... There is exactly one even number
among them; all the others are odd.
Problem 1. Find all pairs of primes that differ: (a)by
1; (b)by 17.
We immediately see that the sequence of prime num-

bers is rather peculiar. We cannot perceive any simple
law that governs the formation of the secluence.
Is this sequence finite? This question was raised in
book X of Euclid's Elements. The answer is also given
in that book: "For any given prime number, one can find
a greatet prime number; that is, the sequence of prime

numbers is infinite."

The proof of this proposition given by Euclid is extremely ingenious. Here is his reasoning. Assume that
the sequence of prime numbers is finite and thatp is the
largest of them. Then, the number N: 2 . 3 . 5 . ... . p + I
is not prime, since it is $eater than p. Thus, it is divisible by a prime number in the range from 2 to p lby ov
assumption, there are no other prime numbers). However, N is not divisible by any of these prime numbers,
because the remainder upon division by any of them is

l0
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This contradiction proves that the set of prime num-

bers is infinite.

Euclid's argument is an indirect proof and does not
suggest any method for constructing a prime number
gteatil than p. However, it is not difficult to suggest

such a method: It is sufficient to check, for each
number in the range from p + 1 to N, whether it is
prime or not. There must be a prime number among
them. Indeed, if N itself is not prime, then it is divisible by a prime number gteater than p but smaller
than N. That is, this number must be in the interval
[p + 1, N].
Inleruals coltloiltiltu
prime numhers

There is another method for partitioning the number
line into intervals containing one prime number each.
First, let's prove the following: The smallest divisor of
thenumberN= n! + 1 (where n! = | . 2. 3 .... . n) is a
prime number gteater than n.
We'llcall this smallest divisorp.We havqp > n,because n! + I is not divisible by any of the numbers 2, 3,
4, ..., fi. On the otherhand, if we assumethatp is a composite number (that is, if p is divisible by any number
less than p) , then p is not the smallest divisor of nl + 1,
which contradicts our assumption. Thus, p is a prime 3
number greater than n.
6
It follows from this proof that each intervalln, n! * 1l ==
contains at least one prime number. Thus, the num- p
bers 2,21 + I,l2l + l)l + 1, ((21 + 1)! + 1)! + 1, and so J
on partition the number axis into an infinite num- 6
ber of intervals that each contain at least one prime 5
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number. We have again proved the infinity of prime
numbers.
Problem 2. Prove that if p divides (p - 1 )l + 1, then p is
a prime number. (Hint: Use the proof of the proposition
above). The converse of this statement is known as
Wilson's theorem, and is also true.
There is yet another way to partition the number line
into intewals each containing a single prime. It turns out
that each of the intervals 12, 4],14,81, [8, 16], 116, 32]1, ...
contains at least one prime number. However, this
statement is difficult to prove. It follows from a theorem known as "Bertrand's postulate" (although it was
actually proved in 1852 by the prominent Russian mathematician Chebyshev (l92l-1894)1.
This theorem is formulated as follows: For n > 7, there
exists at least one prime number between n andZn - 2.
Problem 3. Using Bertrand's postulate, prove that
for any natural n, la) at least one n-digit prime number exists; (b) at least three n-digit prime numbers
exist. (Hint: 10"-t,2.10'-r,4.10'-1, and B . 10"-1
are n-digit numbers.)
Note that Euclid's proof does not give the nearest
prime number followingp, but usually gives a number
rather far from p. For example, instead of 13, this proof
suggests 231 I as the prime number that is greater than
11; for 13, it gives rrot 17, but 59, which is a prime divisor of 30,031.
lntel'uah ]lotcolllainillu
pnime numlel's

To demonstrate the complexity of the structure of
the set of prime numbers, we prove that there are arbitrary long intervals that do not contain prime numbers.
For example/ we can find a million successive numbers
of which none is prime. Indeed, let l*I: 1,000,000 and
consider 1,000,000 of the following numbers:

Table

1.

A fragment of the distributian af pime numbers. The
table shows the variation af
the numbu of primes on the
interval fuom 8.900,000 to
9.000,000 partitioned into
1000 hundreds, The ftst
raw shows the number of

primes, and the second tow
shows the number of groups
of 100 numbers tltdt contain
th e

cot e sp ondin g numb er

of primes. For example,

1

group of 100 does not
cont{Lin primas at all, while
117 htundreds cantain 4
pilmes each and 130

hundreds contain

I primes

each.
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(N+ 1)l + 2, (N+ 1)l +3, ..., (N+

1)! +

(N+

1).

The first of these numbers is divisible by 2, the
second by three, the third by four, and so on. The kth
number (}tr + t)l + k is divisible by k, because both

terms divide by k. Thus, all 1 million of these numit possible to
find arbitrary long gaps in the secluence of prime
numbers.
Interestingly enough, the problem of arbitrary long
gaps in the sequence of prime numbers, which is very
close to the problem of the infinity of the set of prime
numbers, both in its statement and its proof, cannot
be found in the works of mathematicians of ancient
Greece. In the next section/ we consider another
problem addressed in mathematics of the modern

bers are composite. This method makes

efa.
Anilfimelic pr'oursssiolts attd

H{me numlers

Consider all natural numbers that give the remain1 l, 14, ....These numbers can be represented by the formula 3n + Z. Let's
prove that there are infinitely many prime numbers
among them. For this purpose/ we modify Euclid's proof
a litt1e. Instead of the number N: 2 . 3 . 5 . ... . p + l, we
considerthenumber M = 2. 3 . 5 . ... . p - 1, whichbelongs to the sequence 2, 5, B, ll , 14, ..., 3n + 2, ...,because its remainder upon division by 3 is 2.
Problem 4. Give the complete proof of the fact that
M canbe represented as 3n + 2.
The number M,I7ke N in the previous proof, is not
divisible by any of the numbers 2,3, 5,..., p. Whether
M is prime itself, or has smaller prime factors, each of
the factors of M is greater than p. We need to find out
whether there is a number of the form 3n + 2 among
der 2 when divided by 3: 2, 5, B,

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I

10

11

l2

1

4

13

53

1t7

177

196

175

130

7)

47

1l

4

Table 2,
The distilbtttion of prime
numbers in the set of integers.
A,, is t-hc, number o[ primet
among, thc lirst n rnld,qers.
As n increases, the ratio
Anln becotnes closer

to 1/ln n /A./n : l/lnnis
almost equiil to 1 t'or n =

10e).

A/n

n
1 000
1 000 000

i

000 000 000

Illn

n

A,,ln: 1, lln n

0.168

0.145

t.159

0.078498

0.072382

1.084

0.050847478

0.048254942

1.053

these prime factors-that is, a factor belonging to the sequence 2, 5, 8, 11, .... Assume that it is not true that all
prime factors of M have the form 3k + 1. However, in

The following theorem, formulated by the Frenih
mathematician Legendre in 178B and proved by the
German mathematician Dirichlet in 1837, is a generali-

this case, their product also has the form 3k + 1 (see
problem 5a), and this contradicts the fact that Mhas the
form 3n + 2 (see problem 4). Therefore, our assumption
cannot hold, and at least one prime factor of M has the
form 3n + 2. Thus, there are infinitely many prime numbers of the form 3n + 2.
Problem 5. (a) Prove that the product of numbers of
the form 3k + 1 also has the form 3k + 1. (b) Prove a similar proposition for numbers of the form 4k + l; (c) Prove
a similar proposition for numbers of the form 6k + 1.
This reasoning (with certain modifications) provides
a tool for proving the infinity of prime numbers of the
form 4k + 3 and 6k + 5. We suggest thinking about the

zation of the propositions we have considered.

foliowing problem first.
Problem 6. Prove that any prime number greater than
three (a) has either the form 4k + | or the form 4k + 3; (b)
has either the form 6k + | or 6k + 5.
In this article we prove the infinity of the set of prime
numbers o{ the form 6k + 5. Our argument, like Euclid's,
will be a proof by contradiction. Assume that there is
only a finite number of primes of the form 6k + 5:
P1, P2,'.., Pr. Consider the number
K = 6ptpz ... pn-

I

= 6lptpz...

p,-

1) + 5.

The number K is either prime or has prime factors different [ron pr, p2, ..., nr lwhV?). Not all of these prime
factors has the form 6k + 1, because K itself does not
have this form (see problem 5b). Thus, at least one of the
prime factors of K has the form 5k + 5 and is different
tromp, p2, ..., pr. This contradicts our assumption, as
it proves that there are inJinitely many prime numbers
of the form 6k + 5.
Problem 7. Prove the infinitude of the set of prime
numbers of the form 6k + 5, giving an explicit method

for their construction.
Problem 8. Give a detailed proof of the infinitude of
the set of prime numbers of the form 4k + 3. (Hint:
Multiply the product of the numbers of this type by four
and subtract 1 from this product.)
Problem 9. Prove that the set of primes whose decimal numeral do not end in I (that is, that end in 3,7, or
9) is infinite. (Hint: Consider all primes of the form
llk + a, where a + l, and then follow the above reasoning.
)

Theorem. Any infinite arithmetic progression

a,

a + d, a + 2d, a + 3d, ... in which the first element, a, is

coprime to the difference d contains infinitely many
prime numbers. In other words, the function y = dx + a,
where a and d are coprime integers, takes infinitely
many prime values when x runs through the set of natura1 numbers.
Dirichlet's proof is not elementary, and for a long
time no elementary proof of this remarkable theorem
was found. An elementary proof was first obtained in
L949 (16l years after Legendre formulated his theorem) by the Danish mathematician A. Selberg, who
found elementary proofs of many difficult theorems
of number theory.

tuins
Recall the first problem formulated at the beginning
of the paper. As you have certainly guessed, if two prime
numbers differ by an odd number p lby I or 17 as in
problem 1), one of them is even and thus ecluals 2. The
other prime number of the pair, q, differs {rom p by 2.
If p is also prime, as is the case in probiem 1, in which
p : 17, the prime numbers p and q are called twins.In
problem 1, these are 17 and 19.
Problem 10. Using Dirichlet's theorem, prove that

there are infinitely many prime numbers that do not
belong to any pair of twins. (Hint: These prime num-

bers can be taken from the arithmetic progression
lik + 7.1
We can raise the problem: How many pairs of
twins exist? For example, there are 1225 pairs of
twins in the range from 0 to 100,000, And only 518
pairs of twins in the range from 8,000,000 to
8,100,000. Is the number of the pairs of twins infinite? Neither this question nor a more general one
that was stated by the great German mathematician
David Hilbert at the 2nd International Congress of
Mathematicians in Paris in 1900 has yet received an
answer. Hilbert's problem is formulated as follows:
Is the linear equation ax + by = c with integer coefficients a, b, and c, where a and b are coprimes solvable in the set of prime numbers?

OUA[JTUllll/IEATURI
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Table 3.
Prime numbers and prime
twins in eight interuals of the

interval

number of
primes

numbu of prime
twins

8154

601

7242

465

651

1

389

5974

276

D+JJ

276

5065

208

4643

186

4251

161

length of 150000.
Figures (a) and (b) show the
plots of the numbu of pilmes,
A-, on the segment 11. nl. Plot
td shows that A- increases
r athe r r egulart y,'iho u gh c er t ai n
local vailations exist. However.
if we increase up to 50,000
^
(fig, (b)), the ragularity
of the
plot becomes quite clear. The
smoothness of this curve is one
of the most remarkable {acLs of
mathematics. Note that lor
very large n, An is approxi-

mately equal to
n

lnn -

+ 150 000
lQe+ 10e + 150 000
10ro-:- 1010 + 150 000
101r_ 1011 + 150 000
1012 + 1012 + 150 000
1013- 1013 + 150 000
1014- 1014 + 150 000
1015 + 10Is + 150 000
lOs+

108

1.08366

The fundamentallheonem

olal'ilhmetic

Theorem. Any natural number greater than I admits
unique factorization into prime factors (apart from the
order of the factors).
Proof. If there is at least one number that admits two
different factorizations, then there is a smallest such
number N.
The number N = prpz ... pn: 7tez ... e*, where p
and q are primes. We can assume that pr< pza ...< Pn
and c1, < e23...< qm(if this is not the case, we can
change the order of the factors). Note that pr * et,
because otherwise, the number Nlpt: Nlqr that is
less than Nwould have two different factorizations into
prime factors. This would contradict our assumption
that Nis the smallest such number. Assume thatpr< q,
and consider the number M : N * pflz ... e-. We can
see that the number
a

N' : pt(ptPz...pn- QzQe...q-l: lqt- Pr)qzqz...Qis positive and less than N. Thus, by our assumption/
M has a unique factorrzatron into prime factors.
14
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Since the prime number p1 is a factor in the factorizatior, of M, it either coincides with one of the factors qz, e3, ..., e- or divides lqt - pr).The inequalitiesp, . qt1ezS... < e- show that the first case is
impossible. Therefore, p1 divides et - py However,

in this caset pt divides 41, which contradicts the fact
that q, is a prime. Thus, our assumption is wrong/
which completes the proof of the theorem.
Note. The proof of the fundamental theorem of
arithmetic explains why the number 1 is not considered a prime number. If we included I in the set of
prime numbers, any integer could be factored into
prime factors in a number of different wayS, because
an arbitrary number of ls could be included in any
factortzation.
Here is one important consequence of the fundamental theorem of arithmetic:I{ a prime numberp is a factor of the product ab, t}rren it is either a factor oI a or a
factor of b. Indeed , lf p were a factor neither of a nor of
b, then we would obtain a factorization of ab rrot containing the facfor p by multiplying the factorizations of
a andb. On the other hand, ab : pt, where t is an integer. Multiplyi{tg p and the factorization of r, we would

obtain another factlrization of ab that contained p as
one of the factors. Thus, we would obtain two different
factorizations of ab, which would contradict the fundamental theorem.
The fundamental theorem implies that any number
N can be represented as

N = pf'pt' ... p!"

0Sr,Sk,.
lbt anofier U'ml that tfie numler
ulUimes i$ iltliltim
The uniqueness of the factorization into prime factors makes it possible to give another proof that there
are infinitely many primes. This proof belongs to
Leonhard Euler.

Assume that2,3,5, ..., p is a list of all the prime
numbers that exist. The formula for the sum of a geometric progression with a ratio less than 1 implies that
tor any n,

Z z,

z,

I

1_1.
2

_t
I
rT-Ti-.,.T;<
Z Z-

I
i
8,, t_r1
n

r

.)

:

_11
rT-T
p p,^ T...

[3 4) [s 6 7 8) [2n-I1t
>1+1+2 .!+ q.1*...* zil )-=1+!.
2482n2

11\ --------.
p', l_r

T---=

p
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Uerilying pl'imalily
When we factor a number Nor check its primality, we
must check whether Nis divisible by the sequential prime
numbers Z, 3, 5, 7, ....It is sufficient to check the primO
divisors that do not exceed Jlf . rndeed, i{ N = ab, then
the smaller of the numbers a and b does not exceed JN
{if both of them were greater than 1ft', then the product
would be greater than N). The divisibility of Nby a immediately implies that Nis divisible by N/a, so we do not
need to verify the divisibilityby Nla. Fibonacci (Leonardo
of Pisa) was the first to note this fact.

Examples. (a) If N: 91, then tDI .10, and checking the primes 2, 3, 5, andT,we find that 91 : 7 . l3i
(b) if N : lg|7, then "uff < 45, and since N is not divisible by any of the primes up to 43, 1987 is a prime
number.
In some cases/ the primality of a number N can be
established without performing the divisions. The
following simple proposition formulated by Euler as
early as the eighteenth century makes it possible to
establish the primality o{ a number N in a quite different way.
Euler's first criterion. If an odd number N > 1 can be
represented as a difference of the squares of two natural numbers in more than two different ways, then N
is composite; if such a representation is unique, then N
is prime.
Proof. We can assume that N is not a perfect square,
because a perfect square is a composite number. (Likewise, we can assume N is odd.) Let

Multiplying these inequalities term by term, we obtain

l,r*l*
[2

*

1\r| l+-+...+1
1\1...1f l-- 1 | ...+- l)
3
p')
3"/ [ p
-2")\
1

lr_lIr_11
I 2rt 3l [,_1']
( pl
We'll call the number on the dght side of this inequalA.If we remove the parentheses on the left side of the
inequality, we obtain the sum S of all the numbers that
are reciprocals of the divisors of N : zn\n}n ... t ltt is here
that we use the fundamental theorem of arithmetic).
Therefore, the left side of the inequality is greater than
A,= | + l12 + ll3 + lla + lf5 + ... + If2,andthis sum
includes only a part of the terms of S. Thus, for any n,
An. A. However,
ity

|

2".)

We have arrived at a contradiction: A > I + nlZlor all
n. Therefore, the set of prime numbers is infinite.

,

where k,, k2,..., k" are the exponents of the prime factors
P1, P2, ..., Pritrthefactorization of N. All divisors of Nhave
theform a= p'ip? ...p!", where0.rr.k1,0< r, 1k2,

1
-11
I+-+-*...+-<.-.

( s,
(r 1 I r\l+_..+l......._+...+t (t 1\l+l-+-+-+I)

A, =l+ -+l-+'
2

N:m2-n2=(m-nllm+n).
n and m + n are divisors of N. If N is prime,
:
n
I
and m+ n = N. Therefore, m = lN + lll2
:
and n lN - l)12 are uniquely determined by 14 and N
cannot be represented as the difference of two scluares in
a different way.
If Niscomposite (thatis, if.N=ab,where a>b>l
are odd), then the numbers v = (a + bllz and v = b - bllz
provide another representation of N as the difference of
two squares: since a = x + y and b : x -y, we have
Therefore, m -

then m

N=ab=*-y'.

We see that if N can be represented as the difference
of two squares in more than one way, N cannot be
prime: Prime numbers have a uniclue representation of
this kind. Conversely, if Ncan be represented as the di{ference of two squares in a unique way, then N cannot
be composite (as we have just proved), and thus, it is
prime.
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L - \ '/ \--- r -IlThis criterion rnakes it possible to use a table of integers m and ,, ly' = n4 + 4ma is composite. (Hint:
squares to verify the primality of numbers. We succes- N = (a2 - 2m)P + l2ntn\) ; then, apply Euler's second crisively add the squares of the numbers fl < (N- 1)/2 to l/ terion.

ii the sum is a perfect scluare.
For example, let's factor 3,551 by using this

and check to see

method. Successively adding 12,22,32,... to 3,551, we
check whether the sum obtained is a perfect square.
The verification (using the table of squares) shows
that 3,551 = 602 - 72 : fi . 67.
Problem 11. Use the method described to factor the
following numbers: 5,557 , 19,Ol9, and 209,209.
It is not difficult to prove the following criterion.
Euler's second criterion. If a natural number N
can be represented as a sum of two squares in more
than one way, then N is composite (changing the
order of the addends does not create another representation).
It follows from Euler's second criterion that if a prime
number can be represented as the sum of two squares/
then this representation is uniclue. It is interesting to
find out which prime numbers can be represented in
this form.
Problem 12. Prove that the numbers of the form
4k + 3 cannot be represented as a sum of two squares.
(Hint: The square of any even number is divisible by 4,
and the square of any odd number gives a remainder of
1 when divided by 4.)
Thus, only prime numbers of the form 4k + 1 are
candidates for this representation. Fermat proved
that all such primes can be represented as the sum
of two squares. His result allows us to answer questions such as which of the three prime numbers 1973,
1979, and l9B7 can be represented as the sum of two
squares.

Problem 13. (a) Prove that for any integern , N : n4 + 4
is composite (Germain's theorem). (b) Prove thatfor any

l8
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Polynomiah lhal usllerate pt'i]Il8s

It would not bc difficult r,-r .lea1 rvith prirne nurnif a simple formula cxrsrid that made it possible
to find them. Attcmpts rL, i11-rir1 such a formula have

bers

bccn made for a long tir-r-rc. FLtr example, Euler found
a remarkable trinomr;rl: : : - n - 1l that takes prime
values ior n = 0, 1, . 19 Hovr'ever, for n:40, its
value is 412, r,vhlch is certiunll not a prime. It is not
difficult to prove that :,,, !.ol\-nonTiLtl of tt single vnriable can take onlv !rr,il:' ,,-ttlues.
Quite recenth-, a ptrlr-nomial has bccn found such
that all its positir-c- r-.rlucs at intcger points coincide
with the set of all l.r u-ne numbers. The polynomial involves 25 variables. so one must Llse all but one of the
letters of the alp.|rr1-,., to write it down:
This pol1'non-iral rvas found as a result of the study
of Diophantlne erlllations. It is related to the solution
to Hilbert's 1Oti-r problem found by the Russian mathematician Y A. llatiyasevich.
In concL-rsion, we suggest a few more problems.
Problems
14. fincl al1 prrme numbers that are simultaneousiy
the surn and differencc of two prime numbers.
15. Prove that the square of any prime number p > 3
gives the rernainder 1 when divided by 12.
16. Prove that il p and p2 + 2 are prime numbers, then
p3 * 2 is also a prime number.
17. Which prime numbers can be represented as the
sum o{ two cubes of integers?
18. What is n if n + l, n + 3, 17 + 7, n + 9,n + 1.3, and
n + 15 are prime numbers?
o
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Move With Science: Energy, Force & Motion
Th is resor-rrce

u

ses nrethods of tr.rnsport.ttior'r that are most fam iIia r to h igh

to conne(t the basic concepts oi plrysics ancl hr.rman
biologv to [he conr-rete sights, souncis, ancl physical sensations that
stucJents erperietrc.e nearly ever1,6l2y. Move v,ttl't Sclence brings real
schooJ stuclcnts

transporlation >itLrations, rcpresentingi such conr:epts as inertia, stabilitv,
anrl the rc.rtionships bet*,een mass, energy, and nrotion, into the
classroonr thxrugh analogous h:rnds-on activities ancl background reacling, sections. This book also focuses on the phvsics ancl biologl, of
tr.rnsllr)l1.,rtion safetv and safety devices, lrrovicling an understtrnding of
phr,-<ics rr lrich u'ill erllou, students to nrake infornred safety decisions.
tgracles
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12, 1998,

I60 pp.)

#PB1+.tX $21.95

Member Price $19.76

Teach With Databases: Toxics Release lnventory
This resource was designed by NSTA and the Environmental Protection Agencyto provide teachers and students with a community-based

context for chemistry, biology, and environmental science classes.
The TRI database is a record of chemicals whose

surface water,

release-into air,

or groundwater-is monitored by the EPA. This

package offers TRI as a tool for student investigation, with a range of

labs covering sampling and analysis methods, computer-based
explorations, and guidance for using this real data from the public
and private sectors to investigate the chemical history of your local
watershed. lncludes Toxics Release lnventory Teacher's Cuide;fRl
CD-ROM and users guide; Database Basics, a guide to using
databases; Cetting Started, a primer to environmental education;
EPA's Cuide to Environmental lssues. (grades 9-12, 1998)

#P8143X01 535.00 Member Price $31.50

Database Basics
Database B.lslcs le.rcJs stlt(lents through thc lrrocess oi gathering clata,
organizing it, clcscribing it, i(lentifying trencls, ancl then using clat.r to nrake
decisions. Each activitr'inclucles tcaching tips, clata collection nrethocls,
s.rnrplc clata sets, procedurcs, stuclent rvorksheets, and asscssntent su!l!ies,

tions. Suggcstions :rre provirlecl ior ir.rcorporating tlrese data sl<ills into the
scie nce curriculur-r'r along lvith the Nationa/-Scienc'c Ecluc.ttiot-t Stanclarcls.
igrarles

!) 12, I998,60

#PB142X

$1

2.95

pp.)

Member Price

$1
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Advance classroom learning and inspire discovery...
Call 1-800-722-NSTA to order.
wrru,wffi ta. org/scistore

$atellile aerodynamic paradox
Examining the forces affecting objects in near-Earth orbits
by A. Mitrofanov

OW DO YOU THINK A BODY

can increase its velocity while
moving in a resistant medium?
At first glance such an event
seems no more probable than the
great Baron Munchausen's famous
proposal to lift himself up by pulling
his hair with his own hands.
It seems conventional that the velocity of a moving body decreases in
a viscous medium. Sti1l, do not jump
to conclusions. In reality, such an
event is quite possible and is regularly observed when satellites or
meteors move about Earth in the
outer atmosphere, which is a rat
efied gas. This is the famous satellite
aerodynamic paradox: When entering the upper atmosphere, the space-

craft is slowed by the rarefied gas,
but it nevertheless manages to increase its velocity.
Before cracking this orbital nut,
a simple example from
classical mechanics. A sma1l bob
fastened to the end of an elastic cord
moves with a constant speed along
a circle in the horizontal plane. The
cord obeys Hooke's law-that is, its
restoring force is proportional to its
extension or compression. If the bob
is somehow slowed, its motion will
be modified. For example, if the bob
is instantaneously stopped and then

let's consider
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will give
the bob some velocity toward the
center of rotation. The maximum
speed acquired by the bob can be
found by epplying conservation of
energy to the system consisting of
the bob and elastic cord. In the case
when the stretch of the cord is far
greater than its initial length, the
maximum final velocity of the bob
will be almost equal to its initial
rotational velocity.
Our example is a very simplified analogy of what happens with
satellites during aerobraking in
the atmosphere. The bob plays
the role of a sateliite, and the cord
mimics the gravitational attraction of Earth. Of course, this analogy is a far cry from reality, because Hooke's law has nothing to
do with gravitational f orces,
set free, the stretch'ed cord

which, similar to electrostatic

with the

forces, vary inversely

square of the distance between the
attracting bodies (in our case, to the
square of the radius of the satellite's
orbit). The motion of a satellite in

the outer atmosphere is much more

interesting and complicated than
the motion of a bob on a rubber
cord.

To study the orbit of a satellite
moving in a rarefied gas, we need
some formulas. Let's consider a sat-

ellite of mass m in a circular orbit of
radius R around the Earth of mass
M. In high orbits the major force affecting a satellite is Earth's gravitational attraction, so the velocity of
a satellite is determined by the equation

,CMR.
u-=
,,orY=to\no,

tll

where G is the gravitational constant; Ro is Earth's radius, which is
approximately equal to 6400 km;
and vo: .vE;& is the orbital velocity just above the surface. Since the
value of acceleration due to gravity
near Earth's surface is go

:

9

.B mf

s2 ,

the orbital velocity is 7.9 km/s.
The resistive force acting on a sat-

ellite due to the rarefied gas of the
outer atmosphere is given by the formula

F-. -=C..o"
-x 2
'res

s,.

led using only conservation laws
lz)

Here p is the density of the orbital

atmosphere, which strongly depends on the satellite's altitude; S,
is the cross-sectional areaof the sat-

ellite (more precisely, the area of
maximum cross-section of the satellite perpendicular to the velocity
vector v of the satellite's flight relative to the medium (this value is
referred to as the midsection); and
C, is the drag coefficient, which,
strictly speaking, depends on velocity, although for a high-altitude
flight of a satellite, it is about 2.
This value means that collisions
of gas molecules with the heat
shield of a satellite are inelastic, so
in a unit time, the sateliite is given
a momentum pf per unit area of its
midsection. Recall that the orbital
speed of a satellite is far greater than
the mean speed of thermal motion
for atmospheric molecules and atoms. (Otherwise Earth would lose
its atmosphere very quicklyl) Therefore, when calculating the aerobraking forces in the following examples, we neglect the thermal
motion of the particles that compose the surrounding medium.
What results from the existence
of rarefied gas at the altitude of the
satellite's orbit? In the case of high
orbits, the resistive forces are small
disturbances that cause slight variations in the orbital parameters. During gradual braking in a rarefied gas,
a satellite descends to a lower orbit.
However, formula (1) says that at
smaller values of R the orbital velocity should be greater. Thus, the resistive force acting opposite the
sateilite's velocity can accelerate the
satellite in the direction of its motion!
Moreover, we will see that the
tangential acceleration-the acceleration along the traiectory-is exactly equal to the resistive force divided by the satellite's mass. This
interesting phenomenon is called
the satellite aerodynamic paradox,
and now we'Il scrutinize it more
closely. It is curious that this seemingly difficult problem can be tack-

and elementary calculations.
The increase of a satellite's speed
during aerobraking in the outer atmosphere has a very simple explana-

tion. To put it bluntly, when a satellite loses its initial tangential
speed, it falls in Earth's gravitational
field, because the attraction force
F = GMmlR2 becomes larger than
the force mtPlR, which is necessary
to keep the satellite in its initial orbit. However, the sateliite falls ncit
in the vertical direction (say, like a
brick from a high building), but
along a gradually decreasing spiral,
nearing Earth's surface with every
turn. Each turn is almost a circle.
As we know, when a body falls in
gravitational field, its velocity increases. In the case of a decelerating
satellite, a decrease in its potential
energy not only compensates for the
work of frictional forces in the orbit
(the resistance of the medium) but
also increases the satellite's speed v
and its kinetic energy mv2f2. Therefore, it is not the aerial friction that
accelerates a falling space vehicle,
but the attraction of our planet. The
resistive forces only help to transfer
a satellite from a high orbit into a
low one-just as in the simple mechanical analogy with a bob fastened
to an elastic cord.
Now look at fig. 1, which shows
the trajectory of an artificial satellite
in the upper atmosphere and the
forces affecting the satellite. This
motion occurs in a plane and is characteized by a slow decrease in the
orbital radius. In other words, the
trajectory is a spiral that gradually
a

F.."

Figure
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approaches Earth. The decrease in
altitude for each turn of the spiral is
smal1 compared to the satellite's altjtude h: R - Ro. In this figure, F*,,u
js the force of gravitational attraction to Earth, F.", is the force of air
resistance, F,o,r1 is the vector sum of
F*r, and F.... Since the satellite's tra-

As Av << v, this ecluation yields

Av=

GMm

Figure 2
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Therefore, the total energy of the
satellite is
E tc
LtTL2--

-v2
2

The balance of energy of the satellite
at the start and finish of an orbital
turn is described as follows:
)

-mv'
2
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ZnRf v, so the tangential acceleration
of a satellite moving in the upper atmosphere is

Av 2nF,.-R v
'Atmv2rRm

Fr",

from which we obtain

4nEr.rR

m8

Now we can see that a tangent

line drawn at aty point of the
satellite's trajectory in the rarefied
atmosphere is deflected from the
local horizontal by a certain small
angle:
Clt

.__
= 2ICt4Ila

4ic{,",R _ZFr*

mg.ZnR

mg

F

F,

: fflA, = l1JJSi- = F."r,
m

which was to be proved.
Therefore, the larger the force of

air resistance, the greater the increase in the satellite's speed. Can
you imagine such a thing when
riding a toboggan? Certainly not.
Why, by the way? After all, a satellite and toboggan move in the
same gravitational field, don't
they?
Let's find the decrease in the
orbital radius R in a single turn.
The relationship between AR and
Av is easily obtained from formula (i):

AV=_

and its kinetic energy is

{41

The period of the sateliite is At

)

-----ffiv',
,R

L1

I

or

idctory is a spiral, every turn of

which differs from a circle (although
by avery smal1 value!), the force
F,o,", can be decomposed onto two
constituent parts: Fn and F,-that is,
the normal and tangential (to the
satellite's trajectory) components.
The force F, that acts along the
satellite's trajectory increases its
speed such that at a given point on
the trajectory the instantaneous acceleration in the direction of vector
v has a magnitude F,/m. Now we
show that F, : Fr.".
Let the force of air resistance Fr".
determined by formula (2) act on a
satellite revolving at some orbit of
radius R. The density p(R) is assumed to be constant and small
along the entire orbital turn. We are
to find the increase in the satellite's
velocity Av and the decrease in its
orbital radius AR in a single turn. We
will do this with the help of conservation of energy, taking into account the work performed by the
force of air resistance. Recall that
the potential energy of a satellite in
an orbit is

2r-("rR _ 2n-4""riR
mv
miig

V

trP,

This angle is not constant. It depends on the resistive force and
therefore on the altitude of the
satellite's trajectory. The larger the
braking force, the greater this ang1e.
The satellite moves like a body sliding along an inclined plane, where
the component o{ the gravitational

force driving the body along this
piane is mg sin ct=2Fr.", about twice
that of the resistance force. The vector sum of the driving and resistance

forces is equal in magnitude to F...
and directed forward. Therefore, the
resulting force accelerates the satellite, which expiains the nature of the
aerodynamic paradox.
Perhaps, an experienced reader
may have noted, the aerodynamic

paradox in the given formulation
results from a specific feature charwhere Av was found above. There- acterizingthe gravitational and electrostatic fields, in which the total
fore,
energy of a body is equal to the nega4ft4",
AR
tive of its kinetic energy. For ex((.,)
l1
m8
ample, if the force of gravitational
attraction to Earth varies as lfR3,
Note that the relative decrease in the tangential acceleration of a sataltitude is exactly two times the re- ellite in the rarefied atmosphere
spective increase in the relative would be F,""f 3m. Problem 4latthe
end of the article) considers the genspeed of the satellite.
Look at formula (6). Imagine un- eral case, when the radial depenrolling the circle of radius R and a dence of the attracti.ve force in the
single turn of the sateliite's trajec- rarefied atmosphere is described by
tory into the line segments AB and a power law.
We calculated the acceleration of
AC (tig.2). Alrange them such that
a satellite on the basis of the balance
segment BC assumes the value
2R

of energy in the giavitational field,
taking into account the work performed by the external resistive
force. The same result could be obtained in bnother way without conservation of energy. To this end, we
use the ecluation describing the rate
of change of the satellite's angular
momentum L: mvR in the circular
orbit:
AT
t7)

At

where r : -F."rR is due to the external force. This torque decreases the
angular momentum of the satellite
during its braking in the atmosphere
and causes the satellite to descend
from a high to a low orbit. Let AI be
the decrease in angular momentum
during a single orbital turn. As pre-

density at altitudes so high that neither airplanes nor balloons can fly.
If a single force that changes the
angular momentum of a satellite is
the force of resistance

,

rres _

C*pvzS,
__l_

where p : p(R) is the unknown function of the density dependence on
the orbital radius R (or altitude of
the flight h : R - R6), then simple
calculations using the angular mo-

mentum equation (you may do
them on your own) result in equations that describe the function p(R)
using the data for the rate of decrease either of the orbital radius
dRldt or the satellite's period of
revolution dTldt obtained at various
altitudes:

viously, the gas density at the
satellite's orbit is assumed to be so
small that the force F.". produces
only a small disturbance to the orbit
during a revolution of the satellite.
Thus, LL = mvLR + mRLv. Previously we obtained the change in
speed in the form
vAR

1t'= -2R,
which is true for gravity. This formula and ecluation (7)yie1d the same
formulas fior Lv, AR, and dt as we
obtained earlier.
Ecluation (7) describes the evolution of angular momentum and
helps simplify many problems of a

satellite's movement in the centrally symmetric gravitational field,
because in this approach we need
not take into account the torque of
the gravitational force: The force
acts exactly through the center of
masses of the satellite and Earth, so
its torque is zero.
The aerodynamic paradox and
related problems are important in
applications. Here are some examples.

Case 1. Density of the atmosphere at high altitudes.

Observations of the aerobraking
of satellites made it possible to determine the profile of atmospheric

r

p(R)=

p(R)=

dR

ZCvR

dt'
dT

6xCR

dt'

(B)

and so on.

Experiments for determining gas
density in the upper atmosphere can
be more easily conducted with bailshaped satellites, in which the crosssectional area S, and thus the ballistic coefficient C do not depend on
the orientation of the satellite. The
American Explorer satellites had
such a spherical form. In addition,
they were hollow, a feature that enhanced the efficiency of aerobraking
as they probed Earth's atmosphele
in a broad range of altitudes up to
1000 km, where the atmospheric
density is about 10-13 to 10-15 kg/m3.
Case 2. The last orbitai turn.

Let's evaluate the decrease in a
satellite's altitude during a single
turn in the upper atmosphere. We
assume the mass of the satellite to
be 103 kg and its midsection to be 1
m2. The mean air density at an altitude of 200 km is 4 . 10 'o kg/m3.
Formula (6)yields

oo-4x}v2s,R =2 km.

(e)

Here C - C,S,fZm is a constant fac-

tor known as the sateliite ballistic
coefficient (its units are m2 . Lg-t).
Equations (8) and (9) are valid for
high-altitude circular orbits where
collisions of a satellite with molecules in the rarefied atmosphere
produce only minor changes in its
orbit.
In the times of yore when artificial satellites did not dance in a ring
about Earth, data on the upper atmosphere were obtained through astronomical observations and radioloca-

tion of the flight of meteors and
meteorological rockets. The modern
navigational devices placed aboard
satellites and the radio transmitters

working hand in hand with landit possible to
track satellites and detect their orbital parameters with very high precision. Due to the many observations of satellite flights at various
based computers made

altitudes, a vast amount of information is now available on the gas density in the upper atmosphere, as well
as on its dependence on the season/
time of day, latitude, solar activity,

mg

At first glance, AR seems to be a
small value: At every point of the
satellite's trajectory at this altitude,
the velocity vector is deflected from
the local horizontal by a negligible
angle
2ov2 -Y
S-o,=-r'
=5.10-6

mg

fad=I,,.

However, a sateilite makes 16 revolutions per day, and due to a continuous decrease in altitude, it sinks

into the layers where the atmospheric density sharply increases. At
such aititudes the satellite plunges
into the atmosphere more and more
steeply. At an altitude of 150 km,
where p = 4 . 10-e kg/in3, the same
satellite loses 20 km in altitude per
turnl One or two additional turns/
and it encounters such dense air that
it cannot finish a tLtrn, and instead
of continuing its spiral trajectory, it
begins to fall almost vertically. Such
a fall is characterized by huge mechanical and thermal loads. The end
of orbital flight is nighl Hollow, light
satellites fall more rapidly, because
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210 rrrr
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87

near future.
Case 3. Lifetime of a satellite in

orbital flight.
The upper atmosphere shortens
the lifetime of a satellite. The formulas derived in this article help
evaluate this value, provided the altitude profile of atmospheric density
and the initial altitude of the orbital

100

0.0001

0.001 0.01

86
0.1

C(m2lkg)

Figure 3
they are forced out of orbit at higher
altitudes, while their heavy siblings
canrevolve around Earthat lower al-

titudes.
Figure 3 shows how the critical
altitude and the corresponding critical period of a satellite's revolution
around Earth depend on its ballistic
coefficient C. For example, consider
a satellite with a mass of 2.4 t and a
diameter o{ 2.3 rn, so its ballistic coefficient is C = 1.7 . 10-3 m2 . kg*r.
The piot shows that the critical a1titude is.h", = 130 km, and the critica1 period of revolutior.T"r= 86 min
54 s. The satellite considered in this
example has approximately the
same ratio Srlm as the spacecraft
Vostok and similar critical orbitai
parameters. Specifically, the critical
altitude of the satellite's flight is
about 125 km.
Note that the critical altitude of
an ice ball 1 cm in diameter is higher
than 200 km, and this parameter is
even greater for smaller objects!
Therefore, Earth and its atmosphere
work as a huge vacuum cleaner,
which eliminates smail litter from
near-Earth orbits.
Another point of interest: When a
descending satellite approaches the
critical altitude, the force of resistance is still not as large as the force
of gravity. According to formula (6),
these forces relate to each other as
(approximately) the effective thickness of the atmosphere and Earth's
radius multiplied by 4n. Thus, the
force of resistance at the critical altitude is only about 1/10,000 of the
force of gravity.Isn't that a tiny
value? Perhaps, but it is quite
enough to destroy a satellite in the
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flight are known. Although precise
calculation of a satellite's lifetime is
a laborious task, a simplified estimate assumes that the majority of a

satellite's life occurs at the highest
altitudes, where the air density is
minimal. The estimates depend on
the type of sateliite, or more speci{ically, on its ballistic coefficient C.
We do not discuss the solution to
this problem, but we show the results in Table 1, which provides lifetime estimates for conventional sci-

entific satellites in orbits with
initial altitudes.

various

Table

1

ahitude lkml

lifetime

150

1 day

190

2 days

2t0

I week

230

1

month

400

I year

500

10 years

650

100 years

850

1,000 years

1300

10,000 years

2000

100,000 years

First of all, this table shows how
drastically the air density decreases
at high altitudes. It also explains
why a scientific satellite tightly
packed with expensive devices designed for many years of active work
is launched into an orbit with an
altitude of no less than 500 km.
Problem 1. The first launches of
satellites showed a curious phenomenon. After the satellite separated
from the final stage of the carrier
rocket, the rocket outran the satel-

lite and flew ahead of it even when
the rocket engines were stopped.
What is the reason for this strange
phenomenon? Assume that at the
moment of separation the velocities
of the satellite and the carrier rocket
were identical.
Problem 2. Why does aerobraking
of a satellite in the outer atmosphere
transform its initial elliptical orbit
into a circular one?
Problem 3. Show that ii the air
density decreases with altitude as
p x R-r12t where R is the distance
from the planet's center/ the rate of
decrease in the orbital radius of a
satellite is constant.
Problem 4. A satellite revolves in
a circular orbit about a planet with
a rarefied atmosphere. Let's assume
that the gravitational attraction to
the planet obeys the 1aw F n R-',
where n is an arbrtrary positive
number (n : 2 corresponds to the
usual gravitational force). For what
range of n is the satellite aerodynamic paradox possible?
Problem 5. Does the braking of a
satellite at high altitudes depend on
air temperature?
Problem 6. Assume that a strong
heating led to the evaporation of all
the water in the Earth's oceans and
the formation of a thick and hot
atmosphere of water vapor. How
would the motion of the Moon and
existing artificial satellites be affected
by such a metamorphosis? O
Quantum articles on aeromechanics
and aerobraking:

A. Eisenkraft and L.

D.

Kirkpatrick, "A physics souf16e,"
|uiy/August, 1997, pp. 30-33.
L. Guryashkin and A. Stasenko,
"A history ol a fall," March/April,
1995, pp. 10-15.

L. Leonovich, "Fluids dnd gases
on the move," lanuaryfFebruary
1996, pp.2B-29.

A. Mitrofanov, "Against the current," May/|une 1996, pp.22-29.
|. Raskin, "Foiled by the Coanda
effect," |anuaryIFebruary 1994, pp.
5-1

l.

A. Stasenko, "From the edge of
the Universe to Tartarus," Marchf
April, 1996, pp. 4-8.
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Challoltue$
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M251
Pick two. Six different numbers

are given. Prove that one can
choose two of them, say x and y,
such that the following inequalities hold:

- x-v' <u<
7+xy

1

ri3

(I.

N. Sergeyev)

M252
Triangle consttuction. Two nonintersecting circles with radii R and
r are each tangent to both sides of
the same angle. Construct an isosceles triangle such that its base lies on
one side of the ang1e, the vertex is on
the other side, and each leg touches
one of the circles. Express the length
of the altitude to the base of this tri-

angle

in terms of R and r. (I. F.

Sharygin)

M253
Nailing it down. An ecluilateral
triangle made of a piece of cardboard lies on a plane. Three nails
are driven at points K, L, and M at
its sides in such away that the tri-

angle cannot move (fig. 1). It is
given that points K and I divide
their corresponding sides in the
proportion of 2:l and 3:2 as in figure 1. In what proportion does
point M divide its side of the triangle? (A. Shen)

M254
Slicing a cube. A plane intersects a unit cube and divides it
into two polyhedrons. It is known
that the distance between any two
points of one polyhedron does not
exceed 312. What value can the
area ol this section take? (N. P.
Dolbilin)

M255
onv ention glad-handing. Delegates from 100 countries arrived at
C

an international conference. Each
delegation consisted of two persons-the President and the Prime
Minister. Before the beginning of the
conference, some of the participants
shook hands, but none of the Presidents shook hands with his or her
own Prime Minister. During the adjournment, the President of Illyria
asked all the other participants how
many handshakes they gave. A11the
answers were different. With how
many conferees did the Prime
Minister of Illyria shake hands?
(A. Andzhans)

Physics
P251
Figure

1

Railroad robber. On a flat section of railroad tracks there was a

flatcar with a load. One night a
robber sneaked up to it carrying a
light, elastic rubber cord. He tied
one end of the cord to his belt and
the other to the ilatcar. Then the
robber ran along the tracks with a
constant speed of 5 m/s. Then
something happened . . . when he
came to he was lying on the flatcar, which was moving with a
speed of 9 m/s. By how much did
the flatcar's mass exceed that of
the robber? What happened there,
after all? Assume that the robber's
boots did not slip, and neglect ro11ing friction. (A. Vargin)

P252
Wheel on an incline. A wheel
consists of a thin rim of mass M,
very light spokes, and an axle of
mass m. The wheel is put on an incline that makes an angle cr with the
horizontal, and then it is set free.
What speed will the wheel accluire
at the time it has covered a distance
L rI rt rolls without slipping? For
what minimal coefficient of friction
is motion without slipping possible?
(A. Zilberman)

P253
A holey pail. A round hole with

diameter d : L0 cm is drilled in the
bottom of a cylindrical vessel to let
the water drain out. When the hole
is open, some water nonetheless remains in the vessel. Estimate the
mass of this residual water if the water does not wet the bottom (that is,
the force of adhesion is zero). The diameter of the vessel is D : 50 cm,
and the surface tension of water is
p:0.07 N/m. (V. Mozhayev)
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P254
An unknown lamp. Figure

2

shows the dependence of the current on the"applied voltage for a
lamp of unknown construction.

Lloyd mirror, a point source S is
located at a horizontal distance
b : 20 cm from a flat mirror, and
at a height a : lO cm above the
mirror as shown in figure 3. The

1tA)

5

3

1

10 14

18 v(v)

Figure 2

Figure 3

This lamp is connected to a source
via a 10 f) series resistor. At what
source voltage will the power dissipated by the lamp be ll4 oI the
power produced by the source? (B.
Grinchenko)

mirror has a length d = 10 cm. A
screen P is placed at a distance
I : I m from the point source.
Determine the vertical height of
the interference picture that
is formed on the screen. {N.
Beryulova)

P255
Interference aftu reflection. In
an interference scheme with a
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Ihe prohlem ol eight point$
by
OMETIMES APROBLEMWTIH
a simple statement has a complicated solution. On these oc-

casions, the chailenge is often
to pull out a solution that is orderly,
and from which oilc can learn. The

following problem is of this type. It
was suggested to students of the
ninth form at the A11-Soviet mathematical olympiacl in Ashkhabad in
1983. It is given here with some minor moclifications.
Problem 1. A circle is circumscribed around a triangle ABC.Lines
AP, BP, and CP are drawn in the
triangle's plane through an arbitrary
point P (not on the circle), and the
second points of intersection of these
lines with the circle are marked.
Prove that there are no more than
eight points P for which the marked
points do not coincide with any of the
triangle's vertices A, B, and C and
which are the vertices of a triangle congruent to the original tiarryle ABC.
This problem turned out to be
rather difficult. Some students
solved itby analyzing various positions of point P relative to lines AB,
BC, CA, and the circle. In this article, we give a more instructive solution, motivated by the idea of
"moving" figures about the plane.
That is, we imagine that certain elements of our configuration rotate.
When they reach a particular position, the desired figure appears.
First, we solve the foliowing inverse problem.
Rotatiott and iltlerssction ollines

Problem 2. Two (not necessarily

congruent) triangles ABC and

N

B. Vasiliev

ArBtCtare inscribed in a circle. Triangle ABC is fixed, and triangle
ATBLCT rotates about the center of
the circle. In what positions of
ATBLCT do the lines AA1, BBr, and
CC, pass through the same point P?

Here is a way of thinking about
the proof of this 1emma. Assume
that points A, and B, are moving
uniformly with the same speed
along the circle. Then lines AArand
BBrrotate uniformly with the same

A andB, respectively. Therefore, the angle between
them does not change (in fig. 1, for
points M on one side of AB, angle
complete rotation, lines AAr, BB' AMB equals Q, and for points on the
and CC, meet at a point only once other side, this angle equals ,i - O). If,
(and in a certain degenerate case, at the initial moment, linesAA, and
such a position does not exist).
BB, intersect at a point M' the
This problem can be solved by circle circumscribed about triangle
using the method of loci.
ABM. is the desired trajectory o{
Lemma. Let chord AB of the point M. Point M moves uniformly
circle be fixed, and let the ends of along this circle (the angular speed
chord ArB, slide along the circle. of the rotation of the lines equals
Then the angle Q between lines AA, half the angular speed of the rotation
and BB, remains fixed, and their of points 41, 81, and M along their
point M of intersection (if Q + 0) de- respective circles).
A formal proof of this lemma
scribes a circle passing through
points A and B (fig. 1).
would involve several applications
of the inscribed angle theorem. The
reader is invited to construct such
an argument.l
We must note two special cases of
the situation in the lemma. They will
be useful in future considerations.
1. The special case Q : 0 occurs
when chords AB andArBrare equa1,
and at a certain initi'al moment/
point A, coincides with B and point
B, coincides with A. In this case,
lines AA, and BB rinitially coincide,
Figure 1
and then, as chordArBl moves/ they
ll points A ttnd B are fired and points
A, ttnd Br tnove uniiormly with the
become parallel.
sante ungttlar speed a ttlctng the circle,
2. When A, coincides with A (or
lines AA, and RB, rotate uniformly
B, coincides with B), the lrne AA,
witlt the angttlar slteecl al2, ttnd tlte
lor BBll must be considered tangent
point of their intetsection, Mr, moves
to
the circle (if we do not make this
along the red circle (wjth the angttlar
assumption, the two corresponding
specd ro).
How many such positions are there?
The answer to the last question is
as follows. Such a position is unique.
That is, as triangle ArBrCr makes a

speed about points
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can be no more than one point P (the

special case is shown in fig. 3). Thus,
problem 2 is solved.
Now we can turn to problem 1.
For every point P not on the circle,
denote by Ay, B' and C, the second
points of intersection of lines AP,

BP, and CP with the circle. The
statement of the problem concerns
points P such that triangleArBrC, is
congruent to triangle ABC. At first
glance, it nay seem that by taking
the congruent triangles in problem
2, we can find a single desired triangle AtBlCr that is symmetric to
triangle ABC wtth respect to the
center of the circle. However, there
is a fine point in the reasoning that
is more logical than geometrical,
which we will discuss after abief

b

Figure 2.
Point P is at the intersaction of two
loci: Whan the line raaches the
positionBP, lines AA, and CC,
coincide with AP and CP.
points must be excluded from the

excursion.
PmmuMlion duerlices
1o-

cus).

Let's return to problem 2. Using
the lemma/ we can construct two
circles that are the loci of the points
of intersection of line AArwith BB,
and BB, with CC, lfig. 21. The first
circle passes through points A and B,
and the second passes through
points B and C. Only one point can
play the role of P-the point of intersection of these two circles that is
different from B. We needn't construct the third locus of intersection
of AA, and CCr-the third circle.
This third circle will pass through
the same point P. Aproof of this fact
is left to the reader.
Thus, in general, a unique position
of triangle ArBrC, exists that satisfies
the condition required. In any case,
taking into account the refinements
we have made, we can say that there

Figure 3.
A particular case Q: 0: Point P does
not exist (lines AA, BB, and CC, are
parul\el).
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Congruent triangles have, by definition, congruent angles and sides,
and they can be superimposed. It is
common practice to wdte the congruence of triangles so that the corresponding vertices are listed in the

same order. So, for example, if
LABC: LDEF, then lA: Z.D, ZB
= lE, lC: ZF, AB : DE, and so on.
Looking back at the statement of
problem 1 with this in mind, we notice that triangle AtBrCr is not necessarily congruent to triangle ABC. II
we take into account the correspondence of vertices, it can be congruent
to any of the six triangles AB C, BCA,
CAB, BAC, ACB, and CBA. And the
number of variants is double this, as

we

will

see, for pureiy geometrical

reasons.

Triangle ArBrCr can be dfuectly
congruent to triangle ABC. That is,
these triangles can be superimposed
by a continuous motion on the plane
(by a rotation R in our problem), or

inversely congruent. In the latter
case, in order to superimpose the triangles, we must "flip" one of them
(reflect it in a line). In our problem,
it suffices to reflect one of the triangles with respect to a certain line.
A1l the triangles Alrcrthat are inversely congruent to triangle ABC
can be obtained from each other by
rotations. To differentiate between

Figure 4
A particular case: PointP appears
when the triangles coincide.
these cases, we will write the letter
R or S above the equality sign. For
eachol2. 6 = LZ alternatives/ we can
use problem 2 and construct at most

one desired point P.
This reasoning can be explained

as follows. We take a triangle 7
made of cardboard (with the same
circumradius as AABC), place it on
the plane on one of its sides or another, mark the vertices A, B, and
C, (6 different alternatives), place its
vertices on the circle, and find point
P for each of the 2. 6:12 alternatives by rotating this triangle.
To finish solving problem l, we
must explain why four alternatives
are excluded in the case 7 : AABC.
One of them ( LABC ! L1,B,C]
can be eliminated at once/ because in
this case, for each of the three sides,
special case (l) of the lemma occurs
(fig. 3)-1ines AAy, BBr, and CC,
never meet at a point as triangle
AtB tC 1 rotates. Also, the condition
that none of the points A1, B1,and C,

coincide

with the

corresponding

points A,B, and C eliminates the case

LBAC

!

LArBtcr lfis.

q

and two

similar cases: Agcn ! LArBtCr
ACBA!LAtB,Ct In these

,

point P appears at the moment "rr"i,
when

the triangles coincide (in this case,
special cases (1) andl2l o{ the lemma
both occur (fig. a)). Problem I is
solved.
For those who are patient enough

to finish the analyses/ we recommend thinking about the fdllowing
questions: (1) Is it true that in the
general case, all 12 alternatives (and
in the case 7: AABC, all8 alternatives) are realized and give (as a rule)
different points Pl lTry experimenting with straightedge and compass.)
(2)

How much does the number

12

(or the number 8 in the particttlar
case) decrease for an isosceles or

equilateral triangle

T7
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I T TS NO WONDER THAT THE
I pror,"* ot corrrsrons was very
I iifii.rtt for Galileo. After all, hL
I *r, a rounoer or rne .ynamrcs ot

"l concluded that the
question on the force of
collision looks very obscure,
and nobody who
previously considered
this problem could
penetrate into its essence,
that is full of darkness and
far from usual human
ideas."
Galilei

only a singl'e body. On the contrary,
Christiaan Huygens, who modestly
said that he merely "supported and
generalized" Galileo's theory,
greaily advanced mechanics, because he started to formulate the
dynamics of several interacting bodies. Having elucidated such a compiex phenomenon (by the way, it
-Galileo
was a disaster for Cartesian mechanics), Huygens formulated the law of
conservation of momentum more much higher from a marble slab
accurately and virtually discovered than from asphalt?
the law of conservation of mechani2. Why does a fragile object
cal energy. His achievements break when dropped on a hard
opened the door to the further study floor, but lands safe and sound
of collisions, which was done by when the floor has a soft covsuch celebrities as Edme Mariotte, ering?
Thomas Young, Simdon-Denis Pois- 3. Several people can move
son, and Heinrich Hertz.
a staticlnerry bus, but the bus
Whenbeginningtostudydif- cloesn't move n,hen an anti-tank
ferent collisiolrs, you must missile pierces it tl-rrough. Hou, can
learn how to distinguish be- this happen if the iorce actlng on the
twecn elastic and inelastic bus is much larger than the force
p'i: ".
impacts, to reveal the con- acting in the first case?
g
ncctions between the con4. In a circus performance an athcepts of deformation and wave propa- lete lies under a heavy anvil. A colgation, and to feel the difference league strikes the anvil with a hambetween the mechanical colli- *
mer. Is this trick rea1ly
sion of macroscopic bodies and %3ffi
dangerous for the athlete?
the rnteraction of atoms or elemen- W
5. When a hammer strikes a
tary particles.
piece of stee1, it bounces away,btt
All this is prerequisite if you want when it strikes a piece of lead, it reto understand how a ball is kicked or coils much 1ess. Which piece of
a nail hammered, how piles are metal was given more energy?
driven into soil or how iron swords 6. In which case would a rifle fire
are forged. There are also such phe- a bu1let a longer distance-when it
nomena as "reversecl" collisions

(gun-

very important because they underlie ,.-,,.,. ,'
the behavior of molecules of gas and
the scattering of atoms that pierce a is firmly fixed in a vise or suspended
thin metai foil. Ionization of atoms by strings?
and the interaction of a cluantum of
7. Why doesn't a soldier firing a
light with an electron also provide ex- bazooka (grenade launcher) feel a
amples of collisions.
recoil?
We hope that your own "colli8. In Newton's collision toy, the
sion" with this broad theme will not five identical steel balls are suspended

be absolutely elastic and that the
despair of Galileo will be replaced by
the insight of Huygens.
Questions and Problems
1. Why does a steel ball bounce
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by strings so that they lie
along a line and touch each
other. How will this set of balls
behave if the rightmost ball is
pulled aside and then released?
What will happen if the same
procedure is performed simultaneousll lvith two or

tJ'
,,..*.J,
"Jdsfdi

three balls?

9. A ball {al1s vertically onto a
smooth wedge that forms a 45" angle
with the horizontal. What will its tra-

jectory be after an elastic collision

with the wedge if the wedge is initia11y at rest?

10. Why is it difficult to kick an
underinflated soccer ball a long

way?
11. When an experienced basket-

ball player catches a fast moving
ball, he relaxes his hands and moves

slightly backward with the

bal1.

whv?
12. What is the principal difference between the force of a rocket
and the force of an ordinary engine?
13. A projectile iired from a gun at

at the top of its traiectory into two
fragments of equal mass. One fragment returns to the gun along the

projectile's trajectory. Where will
the other fragment land?
14. Under normal conditions, gas
molecules have speeds of hundreds
of meters per second. Why does the

diffusion of gases proceed rather
s1ow1y?

15. Why is the Brownian movement of small suspended particles
more pronounced than similar motion of larger suspended particles?
16. Why do electric fischarges in

I

i

rDE-OCPE

,r

Wi

ry

:ii.
,,.tt

llu hodie$

"When an immobile body
is stricken by a similar
moving body, than the
latter comes to a
standstill, while the
former starts to move
with the velocity of the

incident body."
Huygens

I

-Christiaan

i

rarefied air occur at smaller

him discover a satellite and a ring of
Saturn, but also by his attainment
of a doctoral degree in law. Shortly
before his death, he wrote one of

voltages?
17. How can the atoms of

\

a gas be excited?
18.

Why

the first textbooks on

do high-speedneu-

trons easily pass through

a

block of lead but are slowed
down in the same volume of
paraffrn, watert or other substances containing hydrogen atoms?
Microexperiment
Hold a small rubber ball
and a large one, setting the
' '.:'ri:r small ball atop the large one,
'
,l and drop them both. How
': -..,1,.,',: ' will they l:ehave after collid":::::'' ing with the floor? why?
.

lt's interesting that ...
... in the Middle Ages,
castles were assaulted with
rnade of a 1og

with

a

mass

of several hundred kilograms. The
warriors rushed to the gate of a
castle, holding the log on their
shoulders. At the gate they stopped
abruptlyandreleasedthelog, which
continued its motion by sliding on
the warriors'leather shoulder plates.

as-

tronomy/ Cosmotheoros, the
Russian translation of which
was performed at the behest of

Peter the Great.
... Sir Isaac Newton

initially formulated his third law only as a
working hypothesis needed to construct mechanics. He thoroughly
checked it in his experiments with
collisions of pendulums.
... collisions evoke very large
forces that can inflict serious damage. For example, when jumping
onto hard ground with extended
legs, one can traumatize the spi-

slightly more than 1 m, because too grcat a load is exerted

onthecordatthemomentofimpact.
... under normal conditions, an

oxygen molecule travels only
1120,000 mm between collisions.
However, this distance is rather
large when compared to the size of

... even before Huygens, the the molecule: The proportion is
Czech scientist fohannes Marci the same as if a billiard ball trav-

I

I

eled 10 m before hitting its
target.
Ren6 Descartes, who distinguished
... to extract fillings from
between hard and so{t materials,
almost inaccessible places in
could not see any difference be- teeth, dentists once used a clever
tween elastic and inelastic bodies. contrivance. A filling was hooked by
... the varrety of interests of a rod, which had a sliding 1oad. The
Christiaan Huygens is attested to load was lifted and then released.
not only by his invention of the free When the load struck the support,
pendulum clock and by constructing the resulting strong jerk pulled out
an excellent telescope that helped the filling.
studied collisions and classified bodies as soft, crumbly, and hard, whiie

... although alpha particles approaching stationary atomic nuclei
do not contact them, the model of
completely elastic collisions nevertheless accurately describes the scattering of these particles by the nuclei.
... at room temperature, collisions
between atoms are mostly elastic:
They start to be excited in the collisions at temperatures of tens of
thousands of degrees. On the contrary, almost all mutual collisions of
elementary particles are elastic iir
the known temperature (energy)
range. This is why these particles are
considered to have no intemal structure.
when in 1932 Sir |ames
Chadwick investigated the properties of uncharged particles emanating from a piece of beryllium, he

could not detect them directly.
However, using collisions of these
particles with nuclei of other elements, he found all of the pararreters of the unknown particle. This
is how the neutron was discovered.
... when any moving object disintegrates-a pro jectile, rocket,
atomic nucleus-, the center of
mass of its fragments moves
along the same trajectory that
the intact body would have
taken. This is why nuclear physicists prefer to study collisions in the
frame of reference fixed to the center of mass of the colliding particles.
-A. Leonovich
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PHYSICS
CONTEST

Spol'lilt'lils
by Arthur Eisenkraft and Larry D. Kirkpatrick
ICHAEL JORDAN MAKES F
it all look so easy. The ball
tossed at an angle 0 with an

initial velocity v {rorn

a

height h gracefully glides in its arc
and swishes through the net. AII
that polish from years of practice
and no formal physics.
What are we to do? Can our
mathematical approach help us to
replicate |ordan's ski1ls ? Definitely
not. But our analysis can help us appreciate the skill of someone who
can sink the jump shot. In fact, our
analysis can then be used to mimic
the work of the broad jumper, the javelin and discus thrower, the volley-

ball spiker, the football punter, the
soccer midfielder, and the baseball

Lots of play

in the way things work,
in the way things are.
History is made of mistakes.
Yet-on the surfacethe world looks OK,
lots of PtaY'

-Gary
is now proven to be 45o,
is equal to 1 for this value.

If we do not restrict the vertical
displacement to zerot we find that

-vx T xsinO
'v - -------:-------zui cos'0 cos0

Trajectories without air resistance follow the simple equations of

gravrty:

x = votcos0
y=

1,

-1SL'

+

vrtsin

-.

This now demonstrates that for any
given initial velocity and any ang1e,
the path of a thrown object must be
a parabolal
Using the identity relations
tan0 =

0.

and

From these equations we can de-

rive an equation for the range of a
trajectory thrown from the ground
and returning to the ground. For this
special case, the vertical displacement y is zero. By eliminating the
time t, we obtain
x

-

'lrr4
Lv-Loo
o6

)

cos0 sin o

=

Yd

The maximum range of a
30
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sin 20.

trajectory
l

SSS

sights to many of our sports

dilemmas. The field-goal
kicker can certainly use the
equations to determine the
range of angles that will provide his team with three
points. The punter has a dif{erent job requirement. He
wants to kick the ball as far
snyder
as possible. But if he kicks it
ii
so far that his players can't
since sin 20 get downfieid, then the return will

batter.

kinematics for horizontal motion
with no acceleration and vertical
motion with the acceleration due to

with two different angles.
The trajectory equations
can provide us with some in-

sin

0

cos 0

-

tan2o+1=sec2e,
we can derive a new equation that
will heip us find the angle a ball
must be thrown to reach a specific
point in space:

))
y = --Elt^n2 e + x tan o - g!:.
2v6
216
Since the equation is quadratic, we
that we can reach any position

see

negate his good punt. He must maximtze that distance and maximi ze the

hang time. Maximizing the distance

requires a kick at 45", yet maximizing the hang time requires a vertical
kick (with no down field component). What is a punter to do?
These decisions must be very difficult, and experience must guide

the punter. Physics can provide
some help. If we know the speed of
the defenders as they run down the
field and we know the initial velocity of the punt/ we can suggest adjusting the angle of the kick so that
the ball arrives when the defenders
do. We wlllanalyze this while ignoring air resistance.
The range of the punt traveling at
an initial velocity vo and angle 0 and
the corresponding time of flight are
given by the following equations:

,I

,V
C

f

o

-,)

P = 11-o sirr 2g,

co

a

(0

E

o

-

2v,, sin 0

F

_o
d

:.i1I

5;,4.;

i'iIfi,

;r'6r-i*fj

#,s

'{

I3:,j;

/a

"i2'r;,

.@@

5.r {.3

S

G')

Ird
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means that the observer is moving

70.00

.;
2
.J
5C

a

-I

from right to left.
B. On the left-hand side, the observed frequency Lfr' is given by

60.00
50.00

/\

range of ball

40.00

Llt' =

runner

30.00

Lfll-vo

Y./

\

brl

l=0.99 Hz,

20.00

where v, is the speed of sound. Like-

10.00

wise, on the right-hand side, the
observed frequency A/*'is given by

0

01530455(
distance

Figure

(nl

A/r'

-arfr-'*)=

1.01 Hz.

1

Dividing these two equations yields

If the offensive team can run
downfield at a speed vr, they can
travel a distance x downfield in the
tilne t, where x : vrt. The punter
kicks the ball from a position 15
yards behind the line of scrimmage.
If we minimize the difference between the range of the ball R and the

distance the runners travel, taking
into account the 1S-yard lead the
runners get, we will determine the

at an angle 00. For a given basket
that is h meters above the release
point of the ball and I meters horizontally from the basket, determine
the relationship between vo and 00.
(b) Since the bail must enter the
basket during its descent, describe
this constraint on the initiai angle
mathematically.
(c) At what angle is a minimum
speed required to sink the shot?

optimum angle for the punt.
The corresponding equations can
most readily be solved using a solver
on a calculator, a spreadsheet, or
graphing the equations for R and
lx + 13.7 m). Figure 1 shows typical
values of 25 m/s for the ball and
8 m/s for the runners. The runners
will arrive as the ball arrives when
the ball is kicked at an angle of 65'
and travels a distance somewhat less
than its maximum range.
There are some interesting traiec-

tory problems where the physics can
also provide assistance. These will

make up the contest problems for
this month.
1. (a) A free kick is being set up in
soccer. The defenders form a wall
with their bodies between the
kicker and the goal. The ball must
clear the players. The defenders are
1.8 m tall, and they set up the wall
15 m from the kicker, who kicks the
ball at 35 m/s. At what locations can
the ball not land?
(b) How does this shadow region
change as the wa1l moves in relation
to the kicker?
2. (al Abasketball player shoots a
jump shot with an initial velocity vo

12
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Dopplm heals

In the |uly/August 1998 issue
we posed a problem combining
beats and Doppler shifts. The
problem was .designed by Leaf
Turner, one of the coaches of tJre
U.S. Physics Team, to help select
members of the 1998 team. This
problem was successfully solved
by Zach Frazier, who graduated
last spring from Ferris High School
in Spokane, Washington, and by
Stephen }{ar,zely from Youngstown State University in Youngstown, Ohio.
Two sirens are located along the
x-axis with frequencies /, and l* for
the left and right sirens, respectively. An observer moving with
speed vo along the x-axis hears frequencies 0.99 Hz, 0 Hz, and l.0l Hz
on the ieft-hand side of the sirens,
between the sirens, and on the righthand side of the sirens, respectively.
A. In the absence of any motion,
the beat frequency Al is a frequency
source, just like any other type of
source. Therefore, we see that the
frequency is red-shifted on the left
and blue-shifted on the right. This

., t+Io
AIR
v.
Lfr' l-vo
-=
ys

I.0I

99'

from which we get vo

:

0.01vr.

C. When the observer is between the two sources/ there is no
beat frequency, and the observer
measures the same frequency from
both sources. However, the source
on the left is blue-shifted, and the
source on the right is red-shifted.
Therefore, f*, fr.
D. Numerically, we have

t'

Jt -tt

,l.,1f-l t")

\' Y'l

and

,'-r(',
iR -/Rtr

\

"")
Y'l

t.

Setting the two shifted frequencies
equal to each other, we get
t

ln=

+Io

Y.

IL,vo99 -1'01
ys

From either of the first two equations in part B and using v. : 0.01v.,
we obtain

f*- ft= rHz'
Solving these two simultaneous
equations provides us with the numerical values lo : SO.S Hz and
+9.5
O
f

,:

u,z.

4

IN THE LAB

Cold hoilinU
by S. Krotov and A. Chernoutsan
VERYBODY KNOWS THAT
to boil water, we rrust heat it.
But could it be possible to boil
watel'by couling itl At trr''r
glance this scems rmpossrble. However, do not hlrrry u,ith your answer.
Carry out the followrng simple experiment and thrnk about how to
explarn it.
You will need a 30-40 mL test
tube with a tight plug, a Bunsen
burner, and a test-tube holder. Also
prepare a bottle of room-temperature water and a bottle of ice-cold
water.
Wearing gloves and goggles/ pour

the room-temperature water into
the test tube until it is a little more

than l-raii fu1l. Start to $.arm the test
tuLre oveL the burner, n-raking sure to
hold the test tube at an angle (and

will

polntlng away from an,v people) and
to hezrt the upper part of thc u.ater
column. If the water is wttrrned ttt
tlte bottom of the tttbe, tlte expttnding vapor cttn. sltoot the contents ot
the tube into tlte trir,
Wait until the water reaches a
steady boil, then cluickly zrnd firmly
plug the tubc, simultaneously removing it from the flamc. As expected, thc boiling stops immediate1y. Now turn thc tube upside
down ancl pour the room-temperature water over the Lrpper (ernpty)
pzrrt of the tube. What do you think

ing room-temperature water over
the test tube again will cause boiling
to start again. When pouring room-

occur? The water

in the tube

starts boiling again! Of course, after
a while, the boiling stops, but pour-

temperature water over the tube no
longer causes boiling (at this time
the tube is cold enough to hold in
your hand), pour ice-cold water over
the empty part of the test tube. The
water in the cool tube will boil once
more! Can you provide a reasonable
explanation of this so-called "cold

boiling"?

O
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As Eil$y a$ (fl, b, c)?.
Searching for Pythagorean trifles
by S. M. Voronin and A. G. Kulagin

OW CAN WE FIND POSITIVE
integer solutions to the following famous equation:
a2

+b2:

c2?

(1)

Specific solutions to this equation
were known long before mathematics became a science. Ancient Babylonians knew the solution la, b, cl
= (3, 4,5) and a number of other solutions to equation (1), including
some that are difficult to find, such
as (105, 36, Llll or (12709, 13500,
18s41).

Aithough various viewpoints of
pre-Greek mathematics exist, it is
not likely that the Babylonians
used the deductive methods of
mathematics. Mathematics as a
deductive science first appeared in
ancient Greece in the sixth century B.c. Tradition ascribes the

3

14

/

\
5

first statements of mathematical
problems to Pythagoras. The
mathematicians of ancient Egypt
and Babylon could calculate the
number "12 very accurately, but
the statement of the problem that
JZ ir irrational may stil1 have
been alien to them. Equally alien
to them would be the statement of
the problem of the description of
all solutions to equation (1). This
problem was set and solved by the
Pythagorean school.
For this reason, and possibly because of its clear relationship to the
Pythagorean theorem as well, equation (1) is called the Pythagorean
problem, and the triples of natural
numbers satisfying this equation are
called Pythagorean triples. It follows
from the Pythagorean theorem that
a Pythagorean triple 0 < a < b < c can
be assigned to a right triangle with
integer legs a, b, and hypotenuse c.
Conversely, each right triangle with
integer sides supplies a solution to
equation (1). Thus, the Pythagorean
probiem has a clear geometrical interpretation (fig. 1).
Arilhmelic lllslll0d

triple of natural numbers (a, b,
tripie (ka, kb,
kc) is also Pythagorean for any posiIf

a

c) is Pythagoreatrt the

Figure
34

1
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tive integer k. Therefore, to solve
the Pythagorean problem, it is sufficient to find all primitive triples (a,
b, c)-that is, Pythagorean triples
such that the numbers a, b, and c
have no common divisor.

It turns out that it is rather easy
to enumerate all primitive Pythagorean triples. The Pythagoreans
knew a simple method based on
the foilowing proposition: If p and
q are coprime and of different par
ity and p > q, then the triple. of
numbets

a: p2 - 42, b = zpq, c:

p2 +

qz

(-)

is a primitive Pythagorean triple.
For example, if q = 2 . 3 . 7 : 42
andp : 163, we obtain the following
Pythagorean triple: (24805, 13692,
28333).

The proof of the proposition is
clear. Indeed, by virtue of (- ),

: lp'- rz7z * 4)zrz
: lpz * q2)2 = c2.
That is, the triple (a, b, cl is o
Pythagorean. In addition, it is :_oC
a2 + bz

cd

primitive: If a, b, and c had a com- c)
-C
mon divisor, this would also be a Y
common divisor of the num- G0)
bers c + a : Zp2and c - a = 2q2,
which contradicts the fact that p _o
t
and q are relatively prime.

fd#l;.

'

affi
s+.?

4,
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We have proved that the method write c + a = 2m, c - a = 2n for
described produces a primitive some integers m and n. The equatriple. It turns out that all Pythago- tion can be rewritten as
rean triples can be obtained by usb2:c2-a2:(c+a)lc-al
ing method (*1.
(4)
= (2m)(2n) = 4mn
Next we give (in brief) an arithmetical proof of this remarkable (Expressions lc + al and lc - al canbe
fact. The proof explains how it written as 2m and 2n because they
would be possible to guess formu-. are even.)
las (-). (Those readers who do not
Lemma. The numbers m and n
like arithmetical reasoning can skip are perfect squares/
this proof and go to the next secm:p2,n=e2,
tion.)
Figure 2
Let a primitive triple (a, b, clbe of two coprime numbers p and q ot
given. The condition of primitivity different parity.
tion (5) by reducing the fraccan be written as
We invite the reader to prove this tions mrf n, and mrf n, to the
lemma. (Hint: Prove that m and n least common denominator c > 0.
GCD(a, b, c): l,
l2l are relatively prime using (3), factor This ecluation gives a primitive
where GCD denotes the greatest them into prime factors, and substi- triple. Thus, there is a one-to-one
common divisor of the numbers in tute into (4)")
correspondence between the raparentheses. Note that we must
Recalling that 2m : c + a and tional points on a unit circle and
consider the divisors that are com- 2n=c-atweobtain
the primitive Pythagorean
mon to all three numbers a, b, and
triples.
2p2=c+a,2q2:c-ar
c and not pairwise common diviWe have obtained a geometric
sors. Ecluality l2) does not imply from which we get c = p2 + q2 ard formulation of the Pythagorean
that
a : p2 * q2. Using (1), we obtain problem: Find all rational points on
b :Zpq. Thus, if a, b, and c are a the unit circle x2 * y2 : l.
GCD(a, bl = GCD(b, cl
primitive Pythagorean triple, then it
Let's try to find all such points.
(3)
= GCD(c, a) = r.
can be obtained from formulas (-).
Draw lines through the point lx1, y1)

: (-1, 0). Any line that passes

However, for any primitive

Pythagorean triple, relations (3) do
ho1d. Indeed, suppose, for example, GCD(a, b) = k, 1. Then, by

virtue of equation (ll, cz is divisible by k2, and thus, c is divisible
by k, which is impossible because
of (2).
For any primitive triple la, b, cl,

the numbers a and b are of different
parity. Indeed, equation (3) tells us

0enmfiric lnethod
Using coordinates we can give a
geometric interpretation of equation
{1). All the solutions to (1) can be
obtained from the primitive solu-

through the point (-1, 0) and is not
tangent to the circle intersects the
circle at one more point, point (x2,
y2), for example (Iig.2l. The ecluation
of such a line is

tions by multiplying by a natural
number k. That is, these solutions
have the formlka, kb, kc), where (a,
b, cl is a primitive Pythagorean
triple. It follows from (l) that

y=klx+tl,

that they cannot both be even. If
they are both odd, say

a:2k

+ 1 and

b=21+1,then
az + b2 = 4(k2 + 12 +

k

+ 1) + 2.

Thus, a2 + bz is divisible by 2
but not by 4.By equation (1), c has
the same property. That is, c is
even/ so c = 2s for some integer x.
Consecluently, c2 = 4s2 is divisible
by 4. Thus, we have a contradictionl
We have established that a and b
are of different parity. For definiteness, 1et a be odd, b be even, and c
be odd.

(:)"-'[:)'=1

(s)

Since a, b, c > 0 are integers,
the numbers af c and blc are rational. The equation of the unit
circle is x2 + y2 = l, and thus
there is a point on the unit circle
with rational coordinates corresponding to every primitive solu-

tron (a, b, cl of equation (1).
Points with rational coordinates
are called rational points. Conversely, if we have a rational

point lr, y) with coordinates
Now the expressions c + a and x : mrf n, and y : mrf n, on the
c - a ate both even/ so we can unit circle/ we can obtain equa38
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where k is the slope of the line.
Thus, the coordinates of the point
(x2, y2l satisfy the system of equations
1",

-t Y2

t,:,k(x

=I,
+

1).

Solving this system for x and y and
substituting the value y-: k(x + I)
from the second ecluation into the
first one, we obtain

f+k2lx+l)2:l
OI

(1+kzl*+Zkzx+k2-1=0.
If x satisfies the last equation,
then x is the abscissa of the intersec-

tion point of the line y

:

k(x +

1)

with the unit circle. In other
rvords, either X : xt: -1 or x: X).
Using the usual expression for the
sum of the roots of a quadratic
equation, we have

'-r
jtf

2l<)

x)

: --- l-ll'

from which we obtain

-I -

1- kr

-----------i.

1-A-

Sincc the point (r., l-.1 lies on the
line y : k(x + 1), u,e havc

that

,y tl=f '1.- o'r, .'oo ' l. r.I .
\"/t))-,
[rr+pyqr+p))

(x-,

The last trvo iormulas assign
point

a

(t-'-'

1r.l

oi the circle xl * l-l : 1 to cach number k. Conversell', a unlque value of
the s1ope, k, corresponds to any
point (x, y) + \_1,01 oi the unit circle,
narnely, the value

J.=+
-\-t

* p) :2ler2 * pr)),

q2-p2:4prqy
Zpq:ht2-Pr').

1-A-

(r,,y.)=l; ,, ;|)t \l,
l-K.i
\l-l--

r
]

In essence, these formulas are
equivalent to (-)l To obtain exactly
the same result, we must analyze
the parity of p and q.
If p and q are of different parrty,
formula (* * ) corresponds to the
primitive Pythagorean triple (a, b, c)
=(q'-p',2pq, q2 +p2).If p andclare
both odd, then, passing to new variables q, = lq * pllL, pr = lq - pllz,
GCD{p, ql = 1, we obtain
q2

2ft

''-

16)

'r'''" ,4-4]
qi+pi)
\qi+pi

(*r,vr)=(

Thus, we have t1-re iollowing
proposition: A one-to-o11€ correspondence exlsIs l.cttreen the

points with rationttl coordinates
on the untt cfucle (ercepT ictr tlte
ytoint (-1, 0)) and rattonttl nttntbers.

Making k run through all values in the intcrval from -x to -x,
we can enumeratc all points
with rational coordinates on the
unit circle (except for the point
(-1, 0)) and thus, find all primitive solutions to the Pythagorcan
problem.
Let's write down the corresponding formulas. Let k = plq, q > 0 and
GCD(p, 17) = 1. Then, it follows from

from

(* .

(81
'

)

only

curves/ for example/ on an ellipse, a
parabola, or a hyperbola? (Ellipses,
parabolas, and hyperbolas are calied
conic sections.)

To answer this question/ consider a curve on the plane given by
equation Klr,

y):

0, where K(x, y)

bythepermutationof x, andy,If rt is a quadratic polynomial in x and
turns out that p, and q, are both odd,
then we pass to the variables

Qz: hr + Pr)12'
Pz= hr- Pr)12,
GCD(P, q2): l,

17)

Note that ii i is rational, the
point ir,, 1-.' dciine c1 b1' 16) has rational coorclinates, and, convcrsely, ii r. an.l .r,-. are rational, k
is also rational br- r'irtue of (7).

(8) differs

and the points of the circie (except
for the point (-1, 0)); the coordinates
of points lx, yl of the circle are rational functions of k. A natural question arises: Can this method be used

to produce points lying on other

*
Reducing the fractions in (* ) by
2, we obtain

Note that

Figure 3

and so on. As a result, we obtain
either a formula of type (. . ) or of
type (8), where p,and enare of different parity and GCD(p n, 4,1 = l.
Thus, the primitive solution that
corresponds to the rational point
lx2, Y2l + (-1, o) is given either bY
formula (. *) or (8) in which p and
4 are coprime numbers of different
parity. By virtue of the one-to-one
correspondence between primitive
solutions to the Pythagorean equation and rational points of the unit
circle (except for the point (-1, 0)),
formulas (. * ) and (B) imply formulas (.).
Ralioltal pilratnslsl'izalim 0l coilic$

We have obtained formula (6),
which can be used to find al1 rational
points on the unit circle * + 5P - t = O.
This formula establishes a one-toone correspondence between the pa-

rameter

k that takes a1i real values

y. Ellipses, parabolas, and hyperbolas are determined by such
equations. Let (x,, Ir) be a fixed
point on a curve of this type, and
with rational coordinates. Draw a
line with a slope k through this
point (fig. 3). We seek intersection
points, (x, yl, of this line with the
curve. The coordinates of these
points satisfy the following system of equations:

[K(x'Y)=o'

lr-v,=k(x-xr).
Solving this system for (x, y),

as

we have done for the circle, we represent the coordin ates (x2, V2) of the
second point of intersdction of the
line y : yt + k(x - x1) with curve K
in terms of the parameter k. It is
easy to verify that

(Ark)

B(k))
(xz,yt)=[aiu,,"@]

(***)

where Alk), Blk), and C(k)are polynomials of parameter k of the order not exceeding 2. This formula
OUANTUM IIATURI
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gives d rational paraineterization
,,/ .,
ra -lr-4.
)\a/of the curve (. That is, it represents the coordinates of every
point of the curve in terms of ra- Consider all lines
tional functions of a single paramY = k(x +'11
eter k.
Formula (* * * ) makes it possible to obtain the followin5J parameterto find integer points on K. How- izatlon (carry out all the manipulaever/ now we are interested in an- tions yourself):
other, quite unexpected, application'
(t-qk' 5/. )
of this formula.
t

{x,r)=l , ,, 'l-kr
\ r-K

CalulatinU integrals

It turns out that integrals that
look hopeless at first glance, such

,-l

ar,

\/- lt'l-

Jr'* 3x-4

K(x,y):)P-l*+3x-4).
We note that the point (xr, /1)
l-4,0) lies on the curve

. -1-I c.^

rixl +.3r -

r1

-J,1r,1

. ,(ua
1'J1-

|
-J1-o'

The last integral is relatively easy

to calculate:

I0 N = tl AI H E lvl AI I G S
An Imaginary
Paul f. Nahin
Paul Nahin tells the 2000year-old history of one of mathematics' most elusive numbers,
the square root of minus one,
also known as r, re-creating the
baffling mathematical problems
that conjured it up and the
colorful characters who tried to
solve them.

Robert B. Banks
Robert Banks presents a wide
range of mathematical musings,
both practical and entertaining, that
have intrigued him and others: How
tall can one grow? Why do we get
stuck in traffic? Can California water
shortages be alleviated.by towing
icebergs from Antarctica? What is the
fastest the IOO-meter dash will ever
be run?

"An lmoginary Iole is a must

for anyone curious about the
evolution of our numbel con-

cept."-Eli Maol author of
e: The Story of a Number

Banks shows how math and sim-

ple reasoning together may produce
elegant models that explain everything from the federal debt to the
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solving problems from different
fields of mathematics. Pythagorean
discreteness and Archimedean continuity turn out to be related. CI

and Other Adventures in Applied

Fl

x2

culate many other integrals. We invite the reader to think about which
integrals can be thus calculated.
In this article we used the same
method to solve Diophantine equations and calculate integrals, thus

ancl tirus, we obtain

dx

x-4

to obtain the final result (carry out
all the manipulations):

Towing lcebergs,
Falling Dominoes,

AT

x+4

r/x'+3x-4

This method can be used to cal-

/r

PBINGE

I"

t,_

x+4

a,=-)9! .

r=l

1t1,1

)l+C.
-lnlt-kl-C=lnl'
l1- ftl

Recall that

as

can be calculated by using a rational
parameterization of an appropriate
curve. In this particular case, we can
use the curve

:

= In1+k

,='"l 1 1 ! 1 x2+3x-4

Then,

dx

J

I

,l

I,#=I*.t#
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Anolhel' per'[Elual lnotiolt

uoiocl?
by A. Stasenko

HE FIRST ATTEMPTS AT
building perpetual motion devices appeared in eighteenthcentury France. However, beginning in 1775, the French Academy of Sciences refused to consider
perpetual motion projects.
Indeed, projects to create perpetual motion devices are usually
scrapped to save wasted time and
e{fort, because such engines clefy the
Iaws of rlature. However, somctimes

it is instructive to think

about
whether a certain machine should
be considered a perpetual motion
device.
One thoughtful student heard that
molecules can lose rnomenturn in
coilisions with walls. In completely
elastic collisions they bounce off with
the same (and opposite)velocity, but
in completely inelastic collisions
they lose the normal component o{
their velocity and end up sliding
along the surface of the wall. This is
hou- the student conceived of an
rdea ior her own perpetual rnotion
der-rc t,
She c.iiJci to dcvise a plate in
which c, ,r:r:-;:.1r- .-l:rstic molecular
coilisror:.,.'. ,--: ..,.-r on onc side,
and compi.:: --. -:- . -.. -ti :,.lhsiotls
on the othcr .- *: > r. ::1.,-i. t\rLl
-.'- -- r ..
such platc. ar.-

-.---.'-.

ingsurface.fa-,-.:' ,l -:- - --.

tiols. Then She : ', - - :-frictionless vclu-- -..- ..

Figure 1 shows the overhead view:
The area of each disk is S, the mean
thermal velocity of the surrounding
gas molecules is v, and the speed of
each disk is u. The circular arrow
marks the expected direction of rotation of the device. The student set
the left surface of the upper disk to
reflect molecules elastically and the
right surface to reflect them
inelastically.
Our student knew that gas molecules move in all directions with
equal probability, but she drew only
the molecules moving to and from
the disks. According to the estimates given in physics class, there
are nf 5 such molecules per unit volume (where n is the number density

-v

Figure

1

of molecules and 5 is the number of
faces on a cube). Therefore, the mo-

lecular flux (that is, the number of
molecules hitting a unit atea per
unit time) on the left side of the upper disk ecluals lnl6)(v - u). By the
way/ sometimes it's useful to check
even Yery simple formulas like this
one. Indeed, dt 11 : v the molecules
will never catch up with the disk or
collide with it, making the molecular flux on the left side oi the upper
disk zero.
Every molecule hits the left side
of the disk with velocity +(v- u)in
the disk's frame of reference, and
according to the elastic nature of
the impact, will bounce off with a
velocity -(v - u) of the same value
and opposite direction ltig.2l. Therefore, in the laboratory frame of reference, the molecules' velocity after
collision is -{v- u) + u : -v + 21t,
and the respective change in momentum of a single molecule is
m|v + 2u) - mv. The upper disk
will acquire the same momentum
(in the other direction, of course).
Multiplying this value by the corresponding molecular flux and by
the area of the disk, we arrive al
the force acting on the disk from
the left side:

*!s
!(u - u\m(zv
\ -r\'/
/ \ - 2u)s' = 5 zfu
6.

.

-

Now let's make similar calculations for the right side of the upper
TITTIUIIAT
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disk. In the disk's frame of reference,

the molecular velocity prior to impact is -(v + u), and after the collision
it is zero. In the stationary frame of
re{erence, the postimpact velocity
equals u, so the change in the molecules' velocity is u - l-vl : u + v.
The molecular flux on the right side
oi the upper disk is (nl6llv + u), so
the total force acting on the disk
from this side is
mnS

- o

, .)
(v+u)

.

Let's take into account that the
product mn equals the density of the
gas p so that we can write the force
affecting the upper disk as
o=
=

*
*(rl" - ,)' (" *,)')

f

("' +u' - 6"')'

An equal and opposite force acts on
the lower disk, so the system will
rotate in the direction shown in figure l.
Clearly, each of the above forces
will be zero (the system will have
zero angular acceleration) when

u)-6vu+v)=0.
Our young investigator knew how
to solve such a quadratic equation/
so she found the steady-state
speed:

u-

= 3v

t,5"' -"'=

v(s

t

u

vz).

Because the disk cannot move faster

than the driving molecules, she
chose only the solution with the
negative sign.

Thus, the steady-state speed of
the disks is

u* =vl3-2"12)=0.172v,

du vS( v'\ u-vl6

=p;l'- 6)= --;a,

We can see some features of the solution even without solving this equa-

tion. It's clear that the acceleration
decreases with increasing speed and
becomes zero when u *= v I 5 = O.l57v.
(Note that this value is close to the
one we obtained earlier.) The constant value t, = mf pvS in the denominator on the right side of the equation is called the relaxation time.
For example, when taking m = | g,
p : 10-u kg/m3, v = 300 m/s, and
S : 1 cm2, wehavet=3 . 103 s = t h.
This is the time to reach 63 percent
of the maximum speed (fig.3).
It should be noted here that our
model is based on free molecular
flow around the disks. For this reason/ our inventor assumed the density of the gas to be five orders of
magnitude less than that of air under normal conditions. In this case,
the mean free path of each molecule
increases by five orders of magnitude, and instead of 10-7 m becomes
just I cm, which is comparable to
the assumed size of the disk.
Thus, the device should rotate
forever. It's even possible to supply
it with a gear to perform useful
work. FIowever, this device has
nothing to do with the kind of perpetual motion device that was rejected by the French Academy of
Sciences. Our device doesn't try to
produce energy "homnothing." The
disks receive energy from air molecules, and the molecules acquire it
in collisions with the wa11s of a vesse1 kept at a constant temperature.
Therefore, our thermal motor does
not violate conservation of energy.
There is an abundance of thermal
energy in the world, so at first glance,
u

u*

which is appreciably iess than the
thermal speed of the molecules, so
our smart inventor knew to neglect
the scluare of u- in the formula for F.
As a result, the equation (which
states Newton's second law for the
disk) is transformed to a linear differential equation:
40
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Figure 3

this "thermal motor" could take energyt sayt from the ocean anduse it to
propel ships. But wait-there are still
a few design issues to address before
we get to that point. How do we obtain disks that reflect molecules elas-

tically at one side and inelastically at
the other? This is where our inventor
had to proceed with caution. It's easy
to take the wrong path and attempt to
construct an impossible device, just
as many before tried to produce energy from nothing.
Let's consider our "thermal motor" from a technical viewpoint.
The elastic surface's mirrorlike
reflectivity keeps it in thermal equilibrium with the surrounding gas/ so
that the molecules bounce off with
the same speeds with which they hit
the disk. The problem lies with the
other side of the disk, which must be
inelastic.
How do we make the surface ineiastic with respect to the incident
gas molecules? There are two approaches to the problem. In the first
{mechanical) way, the surface is
made porous: The molecules approaching the pores hit their mirrorlike walls and move deeper into the
pores. Every pore curves gradually to
a right ang1e, eventualiy ejecting the
molecules out the side of the disk
(fig.2l.
The alternative method could be
called thermal. A certain liquid (say,
liquid nitrogen or helium) keeps the
inelastic surface cool. Since the
lnean energy of molecules bouncing
off a surface is determined by the
surface's temperature, here the
mean energy of the departing moiecules will be much less than that of
the incident molecules.
Which method is better? At first
glance, the second one is more
simple and economical. We'd have
no trouble replenishing the coolant. To maintain the device's rotation, we would need only to make
sure the temperature of the
vessel's walls doesn't fall too low
(to maintain a temperature difference between the device and its
surroundings).
We've just described a device
that could supply humanity with

a huge amount of cheap energy.
Indeed, we could sink a billion of
these devices into the ocean and
pump energy from it. The energy
loss from the ocean would be com-

pensated by solar radiation. It's
not clear why such devices (called
Maxwell's demons) cannot work.
However, the scientific answer to
such projects is aiways an unequivocal "no."
Long ago, scientists understood
that such "thermal motors," which
are designed to work with only one
thermal reservoir, do not in principle
differ from classical perpetual motionj they were even termed the second type of perpetual motion. There
were perhaps no fewer attempts to
construct such devices than to invent
the first type of perpetual motion device, but all efforts were fruitless. Of
course/ this futility wasn't accidental:
The second law of thermodlmamics
stood in the way of numerous inventors. One formulation of this law,
given by Kelvin and Plank, states that
"no possible process can have as a
sole external effect the work performed at the expense of heat taken
from a reservoir at constant temperature." In other words, no possible cyclic engine can work using energy
{rom a single thermal reservoir.
Therefore, the mechanical approach
to constructing the inelastic surface
cannot be successful in principle.
(Why, by the way?)
The thermal approach, on the
other hand, doesn't violate the second law of thermodynamics. An
engine designed with this approach
contains not only a "heater" lthe
vessel's walls) but also a low-temperature sink (liquid nitrogen). The
efficiency of such a device would
probably not be high, though. A1as,
there is no such thing as eternal and
free

energy.

O

Quantum articles on thermodynamic laws:
Kaleidoscope: "What a commotiorr," May 1990, 32-A3.
A. Buzdin, "Keeping cool and
staying put," May fltne 1993, 17 -20.
A. Savin, "Mathematics in perpetual motion," |uly/August 1994,
5-8.

The Lol'entz/Filz0erald diet
by David Arns
Wn",

lookrng in the mlrror one d:ry, clismayed by what I'd
"Svelte" was not the word that leapt to n-rind;

I seemed clistrnctly-thicker-than I think I'd ever

seen,

been,

As I scanned both sides, the front, and the bchincl.
As I stood, annoyed at just how far I'd let lt go,
I recalled an irnirge seen soilIe years before:
Something in an illustration drawn to 1ct us know

That iolks get thin as through deep space they soarl

itl The little man

inside the rocket
past his friend he flcwl"
With breakncck speed, my stopwatch in my hand, wherewith to clock it;
I'd drop off fifty pouncls or 1rore, I knew.

"Yesl" I cried, "that's

Got wondrous thin

as

I hurriecl to my bookshelf, cluickly found the physics section,
And felt tl-re thrill that great discovery wilrrants;
The index hacl "FitzGera1d," and additional reflection
Brought irssociated names ltke "Hendrrk Lorcntz."
In the early days of physics, back when "ethcr" n'as a tac1,
Both Lorcntz and FitzGeralcl did sorne mat}r
To show why Michelson and Morlcy's fan-rec1 cxperitlent u-ent
And where they had departecl frorn the path.

I read in {ascination how FitzGerald's tterr

1:r:rd,

etlLr:rtrrrrt

Would show how thin a person could becorrle.
Then, my size would be no krnger' just a tc--pic ior evasion,
For I'd bc thrnl tAt least, a-s -scen br- sorle.l
His ecluation's easy: jnst rLr rde r-e1ocit1' by c
(Where c's the speeil oi hght, I'n-r sure you knowJ
Then square it, :rnd -.ubtr.act irou l, and finally here's the key
Scluare root thc chiier'ence ;rncl, we11, therc yor-r go.
Lct's see, norr-: ii I rr:rnted to arrive at half my size,
And revel ir.r the thrnness I'd attain,
To iir.e hundr.e c1 eighty million MPH, rr-ry speed woulcl rise,
Or elsc irorn social gatherings I'cl abstain.
YoLr can bet I u,as excitecl, one hair's breadth frorn going out

To br.i1'an ion-powercd ship to fly,
\\-i-ren a paragraph whose subiect matter also talked about
Tl-re Lorentz/FitzGerald contractioll car,rght

my

eye.

Oh, why I read that paragraph, I'11 never, evcr know!
My plans were dashecl in sl-rards upon the {1oor!
The next thing that I learnecl rs tinte ir.se7l begins to s1ow,
As velocity rncreases more and more.

This means, of coursc, my normal, laid-back, easy-going style
Would slow yet ntote, and I could ill afford
To taik rnuch slower sti11, or 'twould be such a numbing trial
That iolks would doze right off, completely bored!
And that was not the worst of itl That selfsarne paragraph
Described how high-speed things tend to get heovyl
So even though I'd /ool< like I was thin idon't make rne laugh),
My mass would tend toward that of a Chevyl
Well, I calne to the conclusion that a "diet" such as this
Is impractical, and thus, with grim defiance,
I achnit that if I iust cat 1ess, my werg}rt won't bc arlissFor, after all, this isn't rocket science!
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LOOKING BACK

Bohr,s qtlaltlum leap
by A. Korzhuyev

HE TWENTIETH CENTURY
is coming to a close. How will it
be remembered-the age of electronics, aviation, or computers?
The answer is not clear, but looking
to the past, physicists of the twentyfirst century will certainly praise the
achievements o{ their predecessors in
quantum theory, which is a child of
fiscoveries related to the structure of
the atom and to the principles of
atomic "life."
Emlnyonic aflolnic heol'y

Although the atomic structure of
matter was guessed at by ancient
philosophers, the real experimental
foundation of this concept was
elaborated not so long ago. Let's begin our story with spectroscopy. In
iB59 Gustav Kirchhoff and Robert
Bunsen developed the method of
spectral analysis and explained,
among other phenomena/ the origin
of four dark absorption lines in the
solar spectrum. These lines were
discovered as far back as 1814 by
foseph von Fraunhofer, and now 45
years later they were shown to coincide rather closely with the bright
lines in the light emitted by vapors
and heated gases of different substances under normal laboratory
conditions.
In 1885 |ohann Balmer published
a paper in which he found that the
wavelengths of these lines could be
described with good acctLracy by the
following formula:
/l-A-
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m:3, 4, 5, and 5, and k is a
constant. He also found that these
lines were related to hydrogen. Soon
another five lines were found for
hydrogen, but now they were located in the ultraviolet range of the
solar absorption spectrum. The
wavelengths of these new lines were
also described with good accuracy
by Balmer's formula.
In 1890 |ohannes Rydberg proposed another form of this formula:
where

I v 4(1

r-;-rt;tt

1l

-, I

The coefficient 4lk was named the
Rydberg constant R, and according to
modern data, R : 1097373L.77 rrra.
Another three series of lines were
subsequently discovered, which
were in the infrared region of the
hydrogen spectrum and which also
obeyed the same law. Soon it was
clear that all five series of spectral
lines could be described by a single
Balmer-Rydberg formula:

t

(I

-Dl''l
^
A
\n'I

1)
I
ru')

/

where the integer fi : l, 2, 3, 4, and
5 corresponds to a particular series, and in each series the integer
m assumes values starting from
n + 1.
However, triumph in the mathematical description did not mean
the creation of a fundamental physical theory of spectral lines. In particular, the dominating atomic
model of Sir |. |. Thomson, which

considered matter to be a positively
charged fluid in which the negative

electrons were arbitrarily distributed like "plums in pudding," did
not explain these results.
At the beginning of the twentieth
century/ there were other indications that pointed to a complicated
structure of matter. In 1900 Max
Planck advanced the idea of the
quantum (discrete) nature of radiation and propagation of light. He
needed such a strange concept to
explain the regularities of thermal
radiation. By the way, his hypothesis
did have some experimental basis:
As far back as 1887, HeinrrchHertz
observed photoemission, an essentually "quantum" phenomenon.
Other enigmatic facts were the discovery of the electron by Sir |. ).
Thomson, radioactivity by Antoine
Becquerel, and thermal electron

emission by Sir Owen Willans
Richardson.

What was a common feature in
all these phenomena? They could
not be explained on the basis of the
old concepts of atomic structure.
However, the history of physics
shows that the accumulation of
such strange data can go on for a
long time until some qualitative
leap occurs, a historical event in science that formulates the final verdict either for the accumulated data
or for the theory that at first glance
contradicts them. In atomic physics
such a leap was made by the experiments of Rutherford, which laid the
cornerstone for a new theory of
atomic design.
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As far back as 1906, Ernest Rutherford studied the passage of aipha
particles t[rough various substances. In December 1910 he deduced the formula that described the

scattering of these particles. It

showed that the number of particles
emitted by a given source lcharacter-.
izedby the specified flux density and
kinetic energy of the radiated particles) into the solid angle 0 is related to the angle of scattering by the

formula

a^/
AO- sln
-,e1

The plot of this function is shown

in

fig. 1, where the coefficient of proportionality is taken to be one.

by matter and the structure of the
atorn," in which the nuclear model
of the atom was born and in which

its drastic contradictions with

Thomson's model were discussed.
According to Rutherford, an atom
was similar to a planetary system/
and it contained a heavy and positively charged nucleus (its own
"Sun") as well as negatively charged
electrons (the "pianets") orbiting
around it.
It is instructive to ask if Rutherford was the first physicist who rejected the plum-pudding model.
Didn't anybody see all the complications and contradictions in the problem of atomic structure and try to
modify the current views?
The history of physics shows that
such attempts were made long before 1911. For example, as early as
1901, the French physicist |ean
Perrin lectured on the probable
nuclear-planetary structure of atoms. In 1904 a Saturn-like atomic
model was advanced by the |apanese

physicist Hantaro Nagaoka, in

'
Figure

30. 60o 90"

0

1

Rutherford's assistants Ernest
Marsden and Hans Geiger spent
many weeks in complete darkness
recording the scintillations on 1uminescent screens that showed
the locations of the scattered alpha particles. They detected and
characterized about two million
individual collisions
The results were revolutionary.
It turned out that some particles
(relatively small in number) were
deflected through very large
angles-sometimes larger than 90'.
According to Thomson's model this
was imposslble. The new data
clearly demonstrated that the plumpudding model was out of the question. Rutherford published his results for the first time in May 19 i I
in the paper "Scattering of alpha rays
!
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which the central positively charged
nucleus was surrounded by a ring of
electrons revolving with the same
angular velocity. History doesn't
know whether Rutherford ever met
Nagaoka, who traveled in Europe
and even visited Manchester, but
there is a reference to his model in
Rutherford's paper. A similar and
quite interesting model was suggested by the English astrophysicist
|ohn Nicholson in lgll or 1912,
who constructed it to explain a
number of lines of unknown origin
in the spectra of nebulae.
This list could be continued, but
let's return to Rutherford's experiments and his paper. Some phrases
in it indicated that he couldn't help
understanding that his model was at
odds not only with Thomson's but
also with the classical electrodynamics of Maxwel1, because a continuously accelerated charge must
continuously r adtate electromagnetic energy. Therefore, in the planetary model, electrons must very
quickly spiral in to the nucleus, and
their "lifetime" (duration of fall)
should be as short as 10-8 s. Could

such an atom be a stable construction?
Moreover, according to classical
views, the emission spectrum of atoms should consist not of lines, but
of continuous frequency bands, because the frequency of an electron's
revolution is not constant. Thus, the
nuclear-p1a netary model dramati-

cally highlighted the antagonism of

the current theoretical views and
evident atomic stability. Rutherford

himself could not untangle this
ptzzle. Nevertheless,
found.

a

solution was

Bohl'b hypmhesis

Nieis Bohr showed early signs of
becoming an outstanding scientist.
In 1905, as a student at Cambridge

Llniversity, he studied the oscillation of liquid jets in order to measure surface tension. His work
earned him a gold medaI. His masters dissertation was devoted to the
electron theory of metals (1909), and
thereafter he worked on his doctoral
degree. In 1911 he proved the impossibility of creating a theory of the

magnetic properties of matter entirely on the basis of classical views.
After defending his thesis, Bohr
went to Cambridge for one year's
work in Thomson's laboratory,
where in October 1911 he participated in the traditional Cavendish
Laboratory party together with Rutherford, who invited him to work
in his lab in Manchester. This was
the period (spring through autumn
in 1912) when Bohr came to the conclusion that the contradictions of
the nuclear-planetary model and
classical electrodynamics could be
solved only with the help of the exotic quantum theory of Max Planck.
IJpon returning to Copenhagen,
Bohr worked intensely and in March
1913 finished three papers describing the principles of his theory. In
September 1913 Bohr reported his
new results in Birmingham at the
meeting of the British Association
for the Advancement of Science.
The audience was most authoritative, rigorous, and exacting. It included the cadre of classical physics:

Rayleigh, |eans, Lorentz,

and

Thomson. The patriarchs of science
met the report of the novice with a

rather chi1ly response. However,
Rayieigh wryly remarked that it
makes no Sense to have sexagenarians commenting on modern ideas.
The situation changed for the better
only after a number of papers were
published by Bohr in scientific journals. Sir |ames |eans was the first to
support the ideas of Bohr: "Doctor
Bohr gave the most witty, fruitful,
and I suppose/ the most convincing
explanation of the relationships observed in the spectral lines."
As we have noted, Planck's idea
on the discrete (quantum) nature of
atomic energy was accepted in the
mid 1920s together with Einstein's
concept of the quantum structure of

atoms. What was contributed by
Bohr? First of all, he advanced the
notion that the principal inference
of classical electrodynamics on
the continuous character of elec-

tromagnetic radiation emitted by
electrons revolving around the
atomic nucleus must be rejected. In
place of this old concept, Bohr proposed the existence of stationary
states of an atom, in which it doesn't
emit energy. In addition, Bohr postulated the possibility of transitions
between the stationary states accompanied by either the emission or
absorption of energy. Clearly, one
needs great scientific courage to
make such steps-and Niels Bohr
was equal to the task.
Bohr's hypotheses subsequently
assumed the form of three famous
postulates giving the rules for quantiztng the electron's parameters in
atoms. According to them, the quantum nature of angular momentum is
described by the formula

h

ffTVf = -=_ flt
Zrc

where

bining

fi.

is Planck's constant. Com-

it with the formula for the

energy of an orbital electron
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and Newton's second law
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we obtain Bohr's famous formula for
the energy of an electron in an atom:
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This energy is cluantized and

as-

sumes a set of discrete values coffesponding to the integers n = | , 2, . .. .
Bohr wrote that the "different numbers n correspond to series of values
E
o, relatrng to various con{igurations

of the system/ in which there is no
radiation, so they will remain unchanged until the system is disturbed from the outside."
It is interesting that in 1913, Bohr
took the advice of a colleague and
compared his formula with that of
Balmer-Rydberg (he was unaware of
this achievement in spectral physics). Bohr supposed that the spectral
terms Rf n2 and Rf mz were proportional to the energy of an electron in

various stationary states. The next
step was to assume that the transition of an atom from one state to
another was accompanied by the
radiation of a single quantum of energy, from which the famous rule of
spectral frequencies immediately
follows (Bohr's third postulate):

h\ nr-r, = Eo, - Err,
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This coincidence
with

the

Balmer-Rydberg formula was ideal,
as it attested to the agreement of his

theory with experimental data. According to George Hevesy, when
Einstein was informed of the striking confirmation of Bohr's theory, he
was astonished by the fact that the
frequency of radiation really didn't
depend on the frequency of an
electron's revolution in the atom:
"The large eyes of Einstein opened
even wider and he said: 'In this case
it is one of the greatest discoveries in

"Binding of electrons by a positively
charged nucleus," Bohr wrote on the
principal role played by Planck's
constant in his theory: "0n1y the
existence of the cluantum of action
h prevents the fusion of electrons
with nuclei and the creation of a
neutral particle of virtually infinitely small size.... This fact alone
provides a comprehensive explanation of the remarkable relationships
between the physical and chemical
properties of the elements, whicli
are manifested in Mendeleev's Periodic Table."
Corresrundeltcr lriltciple
Rej ecting classical electrodynam-

ics, Bohr nevertheless always tried
to find a bridge between the new and
old theories, and in 1912 he formulated the famous correspondence
principle. According to this princip1e, in a number of limiting cases
a physical theory based on the generalization and development of
some classical theory should yield
the same results as that producedby
this old theory.
For Bohr's atomic theory the correspondence principle should be interpreted in the following way: For
large quantum numbers n, the results of quantum theory should coincide with those given by the classical approach. For example, atlarge
quantum numbers, the "distances"
in the hydrogen atom between adjacent energy levels are very small (fig.
2), so these levels become almost
continuous, which is the same as
the concept of continuous energy in
classical physics. In the paper "On
the spectrum of hydrogen," Bohr
calculated the Rydberg constant us-

w
0

n=l

historyl"'
In his introduction to the paper Figure 2
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ing his correspondence principle.
Try to repeat the course of his
thoughts on your own.
Tleol'y flrd orusrilneltt

Can any experimental data corroborate a theoretical conclusion?
As Einstein once said: "Never will
an experiment say'yes'to a theory..
In the best case it says 'maybe,' but
mostly we hear oniy the {lat'no."'
Thus, the agreement of an experiment with a theory means only "it
is possible, " although disagreement
is a negative verdict. Therefore, a
reasoning on how many and what
kind of experiments should be carried out to prove a certain theory
cannot be absolutely blameless-the
more experiments/ the greater the
confidence in a theory. However,
there is no such thing as absolute
confidence in any theory. At any
moment a newphenomenon maybe
discovered that contradicts the current theory. If this phenomenon
doesn't result from some flaw in the
experiment, one should think seriously about whether the theory is
always correct and even whether it

sC:tvKs
@

is true at all.
In spite of the great number of
experiments that attested to the validity of Bohr's theory, the theory
was not perfect. Indeed, this theory
could not explain differences in the
intensities of the spectral lines,
some parameters of the heiium
atom, the doubling of spectral lines,
and many other phenomena. It became increasingly clear that there
was an inherent contradiction in the
attempts to combine two incompatible things-classical physics and
quantum postulates-not only in
the limiting cases but in the entire
range of physical phenomena.
In the years 1926 and 1927 , Erwin
Schrodinger and Werner Heisenberg,
backed by Bohr's theory and a large

number of experimental and theoretical prerequisites, laid the foundation for a consistent theory of
atomic structure-quantum mechanics. What {ate was prepared for
Bohr's theory? A number of its consequences such as the quantization
rules of Bohr-Sommerfeld became
the limiting cases/ where modern
quantum mechanics met Bohr's

theory. The idea of discreteness at
the atomic level was the starting
point in further studies of many scientists. Other aspects of this theory
are of great historical interest. According to Einstein, Bohr's theory is
"music of the highest quality in the
mental world." The works of Niels
Bohr were also highly appreciated by
Rutherford: "I consider the papers of
Bohr as the greatest triumph of human endeavor."
In 1922 Niels Bohr won a Nobel
Prize for "merits in the study of
atomic structure."
O

Quantum articles about atomic
theory:
S. L. Glashow,

"The elementary

particles, " September/October 1990,

pp.49-5t
M. Digilov, "A Strange Box and a
Stubborn Brit," Marchl Aprll 199 l,
pp.26-27.
S. R. Filonovich, "The Power of
Likeness," September/October
1991, pp.23-27.
Bruck, M. Zelnikov, and A.
Stasenko, "Wobbling Nuclear Drops, "
laruary lFebruary 1997, pp. 12-17 .
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M251
The form of the expression in x

(since tangents to a circle from a
point outside are eclual)

=CA-AE+CB-BF
=2CA- AE- BF
=

2h

---:::--

sin 2cr

rta11g"

AM:

Rtancx.

Since KM = PQ, we obtain

r talr a + 2h cot\a + R tan cx,
2h
---rtang"-Rtanu,
sin2u

AO2

-

BO2 = AIe

x-v
I+ xy

tan(o2 -o(r)'

-=

If the last segment, lu6; n * or], is the
only one that is less than nf 5, we can
set x = tan crl and y = tara az and use
the identity tan(n + or) : tan or.

M252
Suppose ABC is the required triangle, ft is the altitude to its base,

and2a is the measure of one of its
base angles. Then we have (fig. 1):

KM=KA+AB+BM
= rtano( +Zhcot2a + Rtancr,

PQ= PC + CQ= CE + CF

a-l

':,
1

-

BIQ :75a2.

Similarly,
BO2 _ CO2

:

BL2 _ CL2

:45a2

and

CO2-AO2:CNP-AMz
:225a2 - 30ax.

from which we get

Adding these equations, we obtain
/1

nl

\

--)--

cot2a I = 1n * r)tano.

[sin2u

)

75a2 + 45a2 + 225a2

* SOax

:

0,

from which we get

Since

cause

and

Therefore,

-

angles ay1 (r2r ..., ou whose tangents
are equal to the given numbers. We
can assume that -nlL < crt,t < az < ...
< 0(6 < nfl < n + crr. Points CL2, ...t a6

Figure

set

LC : 6a. We then
x and CM : l\a-x. By the

:9a,

AO2-AIe:OI(=BO2-BIe.

In light of this, let's consider six

them does not exceed nl6 in length.
If, for example, ur- ur< nf 5, the desired inecluality can be obtained by
setting x = tan o,, and y = tan cr, be-

5a, BL

Pythagorean theorem,

and y reminds us of the formuia for
the tangent of the sum of two angles.

partition the segment [ur; n + u,]
into six segments. At least one of

:

x = 23a12.

I
sin 2cr

^^+'l

-

N

1- cos2u

2sin2 a

2sin

cr

We see that point M divides the side

AC in the proportion of 23:7.

sin 2cr
cos cr

= tan

M254

o(

Let the given plane intersect edge
AB of the unit c;.tbe ABCDATB LC tD

we find thath = R + r.

L

M253
We prove that the perpendiculars
drawn to the sides of the triangle at
points K, L, and M meet at a point.
Suppose that this is not the case (iig.
Zal. Take an arbitrary point P inside
the triangle with the vertices at the
points of intersection. We can see that
in this case the given triangle admits
a small rotation around point P.

Consider an ecluilateral triangle
ABC with points K, L, and M at its
sides such that AK:KB : 2:l and
BL:LC:3:2. We must determine into
what proportion point M divides side
AC i{ the peryenficulars drawn to the
sides of the triangle at points K, L, and
Mlnrteet at a point. Let's call this point
O (fiS. 2b1.fi we let each side of tritngle ABC be L5 a, then AK : l\a, KB

b

Figure 2
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Figure 4

(fig. 3) and let A belong to the first
polyhedron and B to the second. It is
not hard to see that the plane must
intersect some edge of the cube at a

point other than its endpoint. This
plane must also intersect the opposite
edge CrDr. In other words, point D,
belongs to the first polyhedron and C,

to the second. Let's 1abel the midpoints of edges AB and CrD, as M and
P, respectively.

Now the Pythagorean

theorem shows that

AP=BP:BCt2+crP)
= BB

r'

+ BrCr2 + CrPZ

:1+1+Il4=914,

so AP : BP = 3f2, and that for all
points of segment PC, except for
point P, the distance to A is greater
than

3I

2. Therefore, this segment be-

longs to the second polyhedron.

Similarly, we can prove that
segment PD, belongs to the first
polyhedron. Therefore, the given
plane passes through point P.
Similarly, we can prove that the
plane passes through point M.
This will also be true of any edge
of the cube that passes through the
plane. Thus the plane must pass
through the cube's center as well.
Now, consider a face o{ the cube
that is intersected by the given
plane. If the plane intersects two
opposite sides of this face, it does
so at the midpoints, and the section forms a square congruent to
the cube's face (fig. 4a). If the plane
intersects two adjacent edges of
the face, it is not hard to see that
the section forms a regular hexagon (fig. 4b), and the computation
of the required area is now
straightforward. Answer: 1 or
. \J
4
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No participant of the conference
makes more than 198 handshakes.
Since the President of Illyria did not

tened to a spring attached to a fixed
point (the robber). A{ter the cord is
stretched to the maximum length, it
will start to contract. By the time its
extension becomes zerot the car
strikes the robber with speed vo directed to the right. In the rest frame
of reference, the platform's speed is
2vo. As the robber lies on the car after the collision, the speeds of both
bodies are identical. In physics such
collisions are called completely inelastic. Conservation of momentum
yields the mass ratio:

M .Zvo + m.vo = (M

+

m).t.8v0,

ask himself about the number of
handshakes, the answers he received
were the numbers 0, 1,2, ..., 197,

198. The delegate who made 198
handshakes-delegate 198, whom
we can assume to be a presidentshook hands with everybody except

his prime minister. Therefore, everybody except his own prime minister made at least one handshake,
and thus delegate 0 must be the
prime minister of the same country
as delegate 198.

Eliminating this delegation to-

from which we obtain

M=4m.

P252
The simplest way to solve this
problem is based on conservation of

energy. The kinetic energy of
wheel that rolls with speed v in
non-slipping manner is

- mv) Mvz
222

T--

a
a

Mv2

gether with a1l handshakes made by
its members, we face the same situ-

The last two fractions are the kinetic
energy of the translational motion of

ation as at the beginning of our reasoning, but for 99 countries. Reasoning as before, we see that the
delegates who made 0 and 196 handshakes (they are deiegates I andl97
of the initial situation) are from the
same country. Continuing our reasoning in the same way/ we find that
deiegate 99 is left without a parr.
Since the list of those pol1ed includes everybody except the President ofIllyria, this delegate 99 is the
Prime Minister of Il1yria. Thus, the
Prime Minister of Illyria shook

the rim with mass

hands

with 99 persons.

Physius
P251
It is convenient to use a frame of
with the robber
to the right with speed vo = 5 m/s. In

reference that moves

this system the car's motion is simi-

lar to the oscillation of a load fas-

M

and the energy

of its rotation around the axis.
When the wheel has traveled the
distance I down the incline, its center descended by h = I sin u. The corresponding decrease in the gravitational potential energy is equal to the
increase in the kinetic energy:

'
(M+ m)gLsina: -"2 + Mv)

f

,

from which we get
2(M+ m)sTsinu
The uniformly accelerating motion of a wheel is described by the
formulas L = at2l2 andv = at, from
which we obtain
(M + m)gsincr

2M+m
This is the acceleration of the cen-

ter of mass, which'is determined
by the total force applied to the
wheel. Two forces act on the
wheel along the inclined plane:
friction and the corresponding projection of gravity. For the minimal
coefficient of friction, the force of
{riction is simply expressed via the
normal force and the coefficient of
friction. Therefore,

(lr

+ m)s sin o

ness of the residual water layer:

z.rari,r[9"1

[2

]

2o(1

and

-psa'n,i"[]).
Similar forces act on the curved side,

which have projections

- $(M + m)g cos cr

Now let's estimate the maximum
mass of residual water. A bottom
that does not wet at a1l (0 : 180") corresponds to the maximum depth

t_

H^^,=z.l!

mm.
!p8 =5.3

zo(n-4),i,,9
,)
|
)l

In this case, the maximum water
and

and

mass is

0,,'[o -t)","*

M tan
- 2M
+ ttt
cv,

n(o'
\/ t'r1
n--=l--:
=
"'max "
4

P253

Here we have neglected the change

We consider only the case when
the thickness H of the residual water layer is much smaller than the
diameter d of the hole. Let's draw
two vertical planes passing through
the axis of symmetry of the hole and
making some angle Q between the
planes. Consider the water that is
confined between these planes and
an arbitrary vertical cylindrical surface (fig. 5, top view). The radius of

near the hole (the length of this part
of water is on the order of H, andin

in the thickness of the water layer
our case H << R - dlz).Now we

must consider only the forces of surface tension affecting the water near

the hole where it contacts the bottom. Figure 5 shows the case where
the bottom of the vessel is somewhat water resistant, when angle 0
between the tangent to the water
surface and the horizontal plane of
the bottom (wetting angle) is larger
thannl2. The resulting projection of
the surface tension acting at the
point of contact (red inclined arrow
in fig. 6) is

-odsin
Figure 5
this surface is chosen such that the
distance R - dlz is much iarger than
H (although it is less than dlZ). To a
good approximation, at such distances the water surface can be considered horizontal.

The equilibrium condition for
this water means the sum of all

forces affecting it is zero, and the
sum of the projection of these forces
on the x-a-xis is zero. What are these
forcesl
The srrarght sides are affected by
sur{ace tension ,re*d arrorl-s in fig. 5)
and by the hvdrostadc pressure lthe
black arrou s'- Their proiecrions are,
respectivelF,,

cose)

p8

=(tw + m)a,

l,r

-

d'\

H_r" = 1 kg.

In this case, the thickness of the
residual water can be estimated by
another method as we1l. It is based
upon the equality of extra pressure
over the convex surface (formed under the influence of surface tension)
and the hydrostatic pressure at the

depth of H^of2:

2o
H*.^

Thisyields

i'd

H*r,
2

H-,*:2F lbil,

which
previous
coincides with the
value.
By the way, this coincidence attests
to the equivalent character of the
assumptions that underlie both
methods of solving the problem.

I cos e.

P254

2

From the given conditions, the
Thus, the equilibrium condition is

-zo(I n\-/-\4.)-

2

4').i,9 * onur( a- 4),tr,9
)l
?
I
)l
,

-odsin0cos0
2

the lamp. Thus, the voltage drop
across the resistor is 3/4 of the source

-2oRsin$ - pgH2asin$
'"

2

power of the source is 4 times that of

= 0.

This equation yields the thick-

voltage, and the voltage across the
lamp is only ll4 of this va1ue. Therefore, at the same current/ the voltage
drop across the lamp is one third that
across the resistor.
Ii on figure 2 we plot the currentvoltage relationship for the resistor,
we get a straight line that crosses the
curve for the lamp at 2.5 A and 6 A.
These numbers are approximate, and

their accuracy is determined by the
scale of the graph. You may obtain
slightly different values. Now we can
find the solution. The conditions of

!!A!run

AilsrlEHs lInJTS&S0LUTT0llS 4g

the probiem are met either for 2.5 A:
V | = 2.5

A.

10 Q + 2.5

A.

10/3 0=33.5 V,

or for 6 A:

Thus, ae = ay Similarly, we prove
that a, = or, and our sequence is periodic with a period of 5. Therefore,
azooz:

Vz: 5 A. 10Q+

6

A

1013f2 = 80V.

ar=

1999.

8252
It is sufficient to proye that the

P255
Let's construct the image S, of the
source S in the flat mirror (fig. 7]r.
Source S illuminates most of the
screen's surface. On the contrary | rays

from image 51 (nhysically, the reflected light) cross the rays of source
S only in the region AB.Let's denote
AB : h and AC: z. Similar triangles
yield

b+d L-b-d
rl

7-fi

cubes can be superimposed so that
two white vertices of the first co-

incide with white vertices of the
second (even if the third white vertex of the first cube is paired with
a black one from the second, the
other four black vertices of the
second cube must coincide with
black vertices of the first). Figure
8 shows that the eight vertices can

1/

and

b L-b
I

AZ
from which we get

Figure

La
L

h=---4, =l(r.7cnr.

l+!

d

Bnaintea$BF$
8251
Letar:xand az:y.

ue.

v+1
-

X

v+1
'
tu4 -

x

+l

Then,

Y+x+l
XV

-

,v+x+1 +I
XV

'

y+x+l+xy

v+l

(r +r)v

(v

8253
coloring the towns two different

x+1

+r)v

Figure 7
50

be partitioned into two quadrupiets such that the distance between any two vertices of the
same quadruplet equals a diagonal
of the cube's face. Therefore, if we
color any three vertices of the
cube black, there will be at least
one pair of vertices separated by a
distance eclual to a face diagonal.
Thus, among three white vertices,
at least two are at the distance of
the diagonal of the cube face. Let
us superimpose these two white
vertices with the similar two
white vertices of the other cube.
Then four pairs of black vertices
will coincide.

towns.

8254
The minimum value of n is 15.
First, we prove that for 15 cards,
the desired pair can be found. Suppose the corrtrary. Then the cards
numbered 1 and 15 must be in different stacks, as must cards 1 and
3. Thus, cards 3 and 15 are in the
same stack. Theref ore, cards
6 = 9 -3 and 10 : 25 - 15 are in the
other stack, which contradicts the
assumption, since 6 + 10 : 15.
Now we show that 14 cards can
be distributed between two stacks
such that the sum of the numbers of
any two cards of the same stack is
not an exact square. Here is an example: 1,2, 4, 6,9, Ll, 13 (the first
stack) and 3, 5,7,8, 10, 12,14 (the
second stack). For any number of
cards less than 14, the cards can be
distributed between the two stacks
in a similar way (with the desired
condition holding true).

8255
The water starts to boil when

its temperature (and that of the
box) reaches 100'C. Then the energy of the candle is spent vaporizing the watett and this process
goes on at the constant temperature of 100"C, which is too low to

ignite paper.

This is impossible. Let's begin by

X

_ (y+t)(x+t)

B

colors (black and white) as shown in
figure 9. We have 12 black towns
and 10 white towns, and as we travel
the roads, the colors alternate.
Therefore, if we visit aII 12 black
towns/ the number of white towns
we pass cannot be less than 11.
However, there are only 10 white

Figure 9
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1. The collision between steel
and marble is almost elastic, yet
the collision between steel and asphalt is almost completely inelastic.
2. In the second case, the momentum of the fragile object decreases
over a longer period, so a smaller
force acts on the object.
3. Although the force exerted by

an anti-tank mrssile is very large, it
acts {or a short time and the impulse
cln the bus is rluch smaller than the
impulse produced by several people
over a longer period.

4. No, it is not a dangerous
trick. The acceleration accluired

by a massive anvrl in the course of

Figure 10

parabolic trajectory as the

an elastic collisron u,ith a hammer

unexploded projectile. As both

is virtually zero. Therefore, the
force af{ecting the athlete is also

will

very smal1.
5. The lead.
6. After a shot, the suspended rifle
is given more energ; than a firmly
fixed rifle. Therefore, in the iirst case
the bullet is given less kinetlc energy, so the range is thortct lor a suspended rifle.
7. The impulse of the recoil produced by the bazooka is transferred
not to the gun (and then to the so1dier), but to thc exhaust ir:rnes that
move in the directi,)lr ollr,,:itc ttr
thc missile.
8. Aitcr the impact of a single
ball on the right, the extrerne lefthand ball will mor.e through the
same angle as the right l-rand ball

initiall,v. In thc second case,
thc impact of tu.o ba11s on the
right rcsults in the recoil o{ two
balls on the leit. Likewise, the
hacl

impact of three balls on the right
results in the rccoil of three balls
on the right.
9. The ball will bounce horizontally from the wedge and then move
along a parabolic trajectory.
10. The more inflated ball is more
elastic. A kick imparts less morlentum in an inelastic collisron than rn

an elastic collisron. Thereiore, an
underinflated ball cannot be kicked
as far.

11. By relaxing the hands and
moving slightly backward, a player
increases the duration o{ slowing
down the bal1, thereby diminishing
the {orces.
12. An important {eature is the
independencc of the force and the
velocity.
13. The center of mass of the
projectile moves with the same velocity be{ore and after the explosion (point C in fig. 10). Therefore
it will proceed along the same

fragments have ec1ual masses, they

move symmetrically relative
to the parabolic trajectory of the
center of mass. Thus, the second
fragment will fall at point D,
where BD : AB.
14. The motion of the molecules
is impeded by their mutual colli-

sions.
15. The smaller the surface of a

particle, the more unbalanced impulse it receives from the molecules
that collide with it.
16. At lower densities o{ a gas, the
mean free path of electrons that ionize the atoms increases, so the electrons can acquire more kinetic enerry at smaller voltages. This energy
is spent ionizing atoms during co1lisions between an atom and an accelerated electron.
17. The atoms can be excited by
the extra energy received in highspeed collisions.

18. The mass of a neutron is
nearly the same as that of a proton.
Therefore, a neutron loses more energy in a collision with a hydrogen
atom than with a lead atom.

Microexperiment
When alarge ball bounces off the
{1oor, it hits the small ball and
gives it a fraction of its momentum and kinetic energy. As a result, the small ball will bounce
higher than the height from which
it was dropped.

ln the tah
The experiment clearly demonstrates the physics of the boiling
process. Boiling starts when the
pressure of the saturated vapor at
the temperature of the liquid becomes equal to the pressure of this
liquid. When this happens, the

bubbles appearing in the liquid do
not collapse. On the contrary, they
grow, rise to the surface, and burst.
To support marked boiling, one
needs a continuous supply of energy, which compensates for the
energy expended by the intensive
evaporation.
Near the open surface of the water in the test tube, the boiling process starts at approximately 100"C,
when the pressure of the saturated
water vapor equals that of the surrounding air (about 100 kPa). The
rapid boiling drives out almost ail
the air that was in the tube, so the
contents of the plugged tube consist
almost entirely of water and the
saturated vapor above it.
When cold water is poured over
the tube, both the temperature and
pressure of the vapor decrease.
Therefore, the pressure of the water also drops, and its temperature
has no time to change. Thus, the
pressure in the water becomes
lower than that of the saturated
vapor corresponding to its temperature/ so boiling recurs. The
energy for boiling is taken from
the cooling water. After a while,
the temperature of the water decreases (the pressure in the tube
increases), and boiling stops.
Successively pouring first cold

then ice-cold water results in a
gradual decrease in the temperature of the water and saturated vapor. Finally, the pressure in the
tube is very small (at 0'C the pressure of saturated vapor is almost
17 times less than atmospheric
pressure). To demonstrate this, it
is enough to open the test tubeyou wili hear the air rushing into
the tube.
There is another and very attractive way to demonbtrate that
there is almost a "vacuum" in the
space above the water. Hold the
tube vertically and shake it vigorously up and down. You will hear
an unusual sound, as if there were
some solid substance instead of
water in the tube. The reason for
this is the absence of air above the
watert which would slow its otherwise free motion.
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35

36

40
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45

42

58

war

5 Leaving
10

Clutched

14 Glossy
15 Love: comb.

56

18 O{

the olfactory

SCNSE

19 Long wavelength

EM wave
20 Ten-sided polygon
22 Drawings of

functions
24 Gun club: abbr.

27 Moisten

with

drippings
30 cgs heat unitt abbr.
31 Major blood vessei
35 Abscisic acid: abbr.
36 orbital extremum
39 Common or

65

66

70

7t

72

/J

74

75

6 Algerian seaport

behavior

7 Greek island

8 Nitrilotriacetic acid
9 _ apparatus
(ce11ular structure)

Ten decibels

10 Six-sided polygon

Four-sided polygon
Eight-sided polygon
Respiratory organ

11

12 |acob's wife
13 Units of time

Mud

21

69 Facial {eature
70

52

function
Italian city

Billion years
Saltpetre

Astronomer

_

Struve {1897-1963)

Tied one's shoes
72 Neurologist
Antonio _ Moniz
1t874-t955)
71

73 Black

74 Polycyclic com-

pound
75 Arrange

in

order

Ioum
1 Scored perfectly
2 Meliow
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Wyatt

_
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50 Unpredictable

finishing follower
40 Uncle _
41 Point
42 Reactive power unit

67

5

58
61
65
66

62

61

47 3-D circle
49 105 pascals

25"_andNothingness," by Sartre

60

Vertebral column

64

s7

3 _ the Red
4 Trigonometric

52
53
55
57

63

54

53

44 1054.5 joules
45 Book's ID

{orm

16 60,138 (in base 16)
17 Long narrative poem

59

34

49

52

55

33

44

43
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39

38

47

13

).3
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37

46
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z6

30

Z9

1

10

15

)-4

1 God of

9

14

20

Acnoss

8

45 Nine-sided polygon
48 Garden tool
51 Isaac Newton's

circle (ecluator,

23 Nucleic acid
25 Sack
26 Prrme number
27 Alkaline
28 Embarrass
29 Btaziliar, datce

30 Element 29
32 Jewish priest
33 Moon of Saturn
34 Cloister's passageway
37 Greek letters
38 Sense organ
43 Arrange again

title

62Type o{ dancer

54 Flat surfaces
56 Unit of magnetic

63 Esker
64 Den
67 Resinous insect

flux
57 773,854 (in base 16)
58 Type of gin
59 A man empowered
by Allah

_

e.c.)

60 Toward
51 Prediction

secretion
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Bulletilt Boal'd
lowing criteria: applicants' solu-

Proul'am ilt lUlathstnatius lol' Younu

Sdenthts 0n0ttllW
To be held at Boston University,
July 3 to August 14, 1999, PROMYS
offers a liveiy mathematical envi-

ronment in which ambitious high
schooi students explore the creative
worlc1 of mathematics. Through
their intensive efiorts to solve a large
assortment o{ unusually challenging
problems in number theory, the par-

ticipants practice the art of mathematical discovery-numerical exploration, formulation and critique
of conjectures, and techniques of
proof and generalization. More experienced participants may also study
algorithms, geolnetry and topology,
and combinatorics.
Problem sets are accornpanied by

daily lectures given by research
rnathernaticians with extensive cxperience in professor Arnold Ross's
longstanding Summer Mathematics
Program at Ohio State University.
In addition, a highly competent
staff of i5 college-aged counselors
lives in the dormitories and is a1ways available to discuss mathematics with students. Each participant
belongs to a problem-solving group

that meets with a professional
rrrathematician three titnes per
by outside
!f ;.11.l-rs of f cr a broad view of
1ra::r-t::.,-tr;s and its role in the

rr eek. Special lectures

SClelt-;:
PRCr

l.::> . ,..=s-di-ntia1

pro-

' ,:::l'nifrOUS
$IAITI i;: il-:- -: -. .- -':-'rr
high.-:
-'. '
grades l, :.
- '
'. '
decisitrns \'.

tions to a set of challenging problems included with the application
packet, teacher recommendations,
high school transcripts, and student
essays explaining their interest in
the program.
The approximate cost of room
and board is $1400. Books may cost
an additional $100. Tuition is to be
determined pending a proposal to
the National Science Foundation.
Financial aid is available. PROMYS
is dedicated to the principle that no
student will be unable to attend because of financial need.
PROMYS is directed by professor
Glenn Stevens. Application materials can be obtained by writing to
PROMYS, Department of Mathematics, Boston University, 111
Cummington Street, Boston, MA
02215, by e-mailing PROMYS at
promys@math.bu.edu, or by calling
(617) 353-2563. Applications will be
accepted from March 1 until |une
15, t999.
Not-so-sltortslack

This month's CyberTeaser (8254
in this issue) proved controversial.
Many contestants were cluick to
point out the ambiguity of the problem statement. Some contestants
were ied astray by the nebulous formulation, while some wcre able to
think lrke a Quantutn cditor and
make the assurnptions necessary to
reach the answer we expected.
As Nick Baxter pointed out in his
solutior-r, the ambiguity in the probi::r cor,rld har-e bcen avoidecl by
. :::':-"' :tl.1tttS the rr-ord rilir'rt1'-s, as

in, What is the minimum value of n
such that at least one stack wlll always include a pair of cards whose
numbers add up to an exact scluare?
The answer n = 4was quite popular
with those who did not make this
assumption.
Because we have often heard that
life is unfair and that justice is hard
to come by, we decided to consider
n: 15 the only correct response.
Therefore, the following 10 winners
exhibited not only speedy reasoning
but also the ability to read between
the lines and divine exactly what we
were looking for despite the inexactness of the cluestion.
Bob Cordwell (Ellicott City, Maryland)

Max Bachmutsky (Kfar-Sava, Israel)
Matthew Wong (Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada)

Leonid Borovskiy (Brooklyn, New
York)
Elio Abbondanzieri (Houston,
Texas)

Nick Baxter (Hillsborough, California)

fohn E. Beam (Bel1aire, Texas)
Anastasia Nikitina (Pasadena, California)
Andrei Cipu (Buchares6, Romania)
Helio Waldman Camp inas, Brazlll
(

Congratulations! Each of our prescient winners will receive a Quantumbuttor. and a copy of the |anuaryfFebruary issue. Everyone who
submitted a correct answer in the
time allotted was entered in a drawing for a copy of Quantum Quandaries, our collection of the first 100

Quantum

brainteasers.
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COWCULATIONS

]lula ]luop
by Dr. Mu
ELCOME BACK TO COWCULATIONS, THE
column devoted to problems best solved with a
computer algorithm. When the snow begins to fly
in Wisconsin and the temperature takes a dive, our
bovine thoughts stray from the barn to places lar away.
One of the fondest destinations that warms my milk on
a winter night is Waki-Kowa Beach in the Hawaiian islands. It was there, on a sunny afternoon, where I first
learned how to move my hips like the Memphis Rockand-Roller, Elvis Presley. It was back in 1958 when a curious cow first discovered a piece of Marlex in the barnyard and began flipping it around her hips. Soon people
caught on and the hula hoop craze swept the country,
creating the first big market for the newly discovered product-crystalline pollpropylene, better known as plastic.
Today, the Hula Hoop is a greatway to keep fit. And,
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if you're looking for a low-impact aerobic
workout that protects your ankles and knees while
believe me,

stressing the flanks, obliques, cluads, hams, calves, and
deltoids and supplying toning tension to the udder ... the

Hula Hoop is almost a total-body workout.
A [Ulatlemalica lnodel

We can create a simple model of the hula hoop by
drawing a red circle just touching a blue disk.

red = RGBColor[l, 0, 0];
bLue = RGBColor[O, 0, 1];
Show[Graphics[{bIue, Disk[{0, 0}, 1] }1,
Graphics [ (red, Thickness [0.01] ,
Circle [ (0, (-1) ] , 2717 ,
AspectRaUio -> Automaticl

What would happen

if this

hoop could support a

Iarger hoop, and that one alarget hoop, and so on/ and
a cow was skilled enough to keep them all going? This
suggests a problem, which, you guessed

it, is your Chal-

lenge Outta Wisconsin.
Gollll 14

Write a program that will animate four Hula Hoops
that contact each other as shown below, and run the
animation.

Now we add the motion of hips to the disk, anclpresto-wc have a hula hoop!

Animate[{x, y} = {Coslt + Pi], Sinlt + pil};
{u, v} = {Coslt + 2 Pil, Sinlt + 2 Pil };
ShovrlGraphics[{bIue, Disk[{x, y}, 2717,
Graphics [ {red, Thickness [0.01] ,

Circle [ (u, v], 4111 ,
AspectRatio -> Automatic, Frame ->
True, FrameTicks -> None,

-> {{-5, 5}, {-5, 5}}1, {t,
0, 2 Pi, Pil5)l

Pl-otRange

To see the anrmatrLrn, Llsc 1,i,llt',.':ll.ilica and enter the
code above. Nou- doublc cltck rrn th. iirst graphic and
sway to the rhythm oi the Hul:: lL,-l.r The bcst I can do

on a static page is to shorr thc trLit;.Lrr Ln :1 srilphics array. Notice that the blue drsk sr\-.1\ s ts docs the recl
circle.

A circle arottnd a disk forms a loop,
That's the model for tt Hula Hoop.
Add more ltoops and loop thent all,
And now be carefttl so they dctn't faLl.
When thttt's done, dct the nninttttiotts.
You've solved this COW, congt'atulations!
Mu

-Dr.

cotltll2
In COW12 you were asked to write a program that
would accept arry zap point {x, y, z} with positive integers and any base with positive integer length and have
it cowculate the number of lattice points inside the
polyhedron formed by the square base and thezap point.
How many flies can be zapped with a single jolt from a
FlyZapper at the zappoint {6000, 9000, 10000}, assuming a square base of length: 12000.
Soluiliolt

The key is to look at intersecting planes z : (. Say
that the square base of the polyhedron has opposite corners {0, 0, 0i and {base, base, 0}, and that the top point
has coordinates {xtop, ytopt ztopl. Notice that for any
value ( between O and ztop, the plane z : ( will intersect the polyhedron in four points that form a square
with opposite corners {xmin[(], ymin[(], (] and {xmax[(],
ltmaxl\), (), where xtnin, xrrtaxt yrnin, andymaxare determined below.

0lJAilrlJil/c0lilrcllr.[il0r{s
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zqount,[(_l:=
(CeiLingtrdnaxt(ll - FloortrEnint(ll - 1) *

(ceilingtlmil.t(ll - Floort],minl(ll sum[zcount I(l , t(,0+L, ztop - 1] I I

1)

This function counts the suggested case correctly:

interiorlatticePoirts3D
4'7

t

t
^

a

o\

[ 12 0

00,

( 50

00,

900

0, 100 00 ] I

991-0022999

This solution was submitted by Louis |. D'Andria.
Correct solutions were also submitted by Eric Rimbey
and Robert Dickau.
Altd linally...

Send in your solutions to drmu@cs.uwp.edu. Past
solutions are available at http://usaco.uwp.edu/

cowculations.
If you like to hula hoop around the competition while
programming a computer, stop by the USA Computing
Olympiad web site at http://usaco.uwp.edu. The 1999
USA Computing Olympiad is in progress, but there is
stil1 time to enter the remaining Internet competitions
and the National Championship in April.
O

A point on the line connecting the origin to the top
point has the parametric form {xtop t, ytop tt ztop t}. So
for z : (, we have t : lf ztop, and then the x and y cootdinates of the intersection of this line with the plane
z = ( are easily determined:

xnint(_J=(xtop/zEopi
ymint(_l=(ytop/ztuopi
Similarly, the line connecting {base, base, 0}to the top
point can be patar":reffized as {(xtop - base) t + base, (1top
- base) t + base, ztop tl. F or z : (, we again h av e t : (f ztop,
and then xmax and )..nnax can be defined.

ffi
School
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:<naxt(-l =e (xtop-base) /zEopt +basei
lrmaxt(_l =( (ytsop-base) /z:uogt +basei
Armed with these coordinates of the scluare intersection of the plane z : I with the polyhedron, we next

count the lattice points contained in the interior of each
such square. The zcount function does this in a straightforward way.

zcount[(-]:=
(Ceilingtl<naxt(ll - Floortrgnint(ll - 1) *
(ceitingt],maxt(ll - Floortymint(ll - 1)
Summing over all z with 0 < z < ztop finishes the
procedure. Here is the assembled function:

interiorLatticePoinus3D Ibase_, (xt,op_,
ytop_, ztoB_)l :=
Module [ {>anin, ymin, rrmax, yrnax, zcount } ,
xnint(_l = ( xtop / zuopt;
vmint(_l = (rrt'op / z:uoBt;
:<naxt(_: = ( (xtop - base) / zEopt + basei
vnra<t(-l = ( (lrc.o[> - base) / zLogt + basei
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*#eruK#ture
lnaltes a [BFIEcl 0ill!
Use the response card in this issue to order
Quantum for your child, grandchild, niece,
nephew, mother, father, friend. . . Or call 1 800
SPRINGER (777-4643). Give them six colorful,
challenging, entertaining issues of Quantumayear's worth of reading pleasure!

Factor x into the
OUANTUM equation,
Whqe._x_is any potential
OUANTUM readbr you know!

^

NSTA and EPA are designing each volume in the Clobal

GLOBAL
environmental
CHANGE
series

Environmental Change Series with hands-on activities to
cover the major science topics behind each issue. With
both a global picture of the issue and community-based
investigations, students see how science works in today's
world. All volumes include National Science Education
Standards-based content, teaching techniques, and
assessment methods.

Biodiversity
Biodiversitv [reg,ins r'vith studetrts
a iallen
pirre r otte ,lnd ,l :(luJr(' lnPler ol
sc.hool groutrcl. With this start, students build on their l<norvleclge of
food rvebs ancl energ-v ilorv ki an
unclerstanding of ecosvstenrs ancl
-fhese qualitative ancl
liie zones.
cluantitatirre skills enable thenr to

nreasu ring the biod ivcrsity of

ask cluestiot'rs, find ansr'r'ers, and

Deforestation

erplore cle'cisions about the inrpact
oi hr:nran activity on Earth's biologir:al clivcrsiL-v.

Deiorest.ttion erltIores the scterrc.e behincl eco o3 c.tI.ttccessiOt't soiIerosiOtl,
the nra[.eLrp r-,i.ltr ecological niche,
h.riritaI ir....:.'r.ert.ttiorr, e rrergv fIon', ancl
la:rcl .rse lt:lrocls atrcl trratragenrent.
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Carrying Capacity

S,rowth ?
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lntroduced Species
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Human activity has introduced species
to ecosystems around the globe. Some
species are benign or even beneficial;
others, Iike zebra mussels, fire ants,
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and water hyacinlhs, are causing

extinctions of native sPecies and
damage to human systems. Can we

Order your copies today!

balance these human systems with
natural processes? Seven activitiesusing pillbugs, the school grounds,
species dispersal maps, and introductory genetics-provide students with
the skills they need to address this
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Alter physical properties like friction and
mass during the simu-

Our lntegrated Mathematics

lation to gain aaluable
insight into the system.

and Science Solutions Redefine
Your E du cational Enaironment
lnteractive PhysicsrM makes it easy to integrate modeling and simulation

MAnCH

into your physics curriculum by offering a complete desktop motion lab.
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Create models by drawing onscreen with a powerful and easyto-use
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graphic interface. Add objects like springs, dampers, ropes and joints.
Measure physical quantities like velocity, acceleration, momentum and

-

energy. lnteract with your model in real time by changing properties as
the simulation runs. Widely adopted by many textbook publishers and
66 Bovet Road, Suite 200
San Mateo, California 94402
Fax 650 5747541
Telephone 650 5747777

with more than half a dozen awards and thousands of educational users,
lnteractive Physics is the standard in physics modeling and simulation
solutions.

Toll-Free 800 766 6615
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